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Abstract 

Opgaven omhandler handelskonflikten mellem USA og Kina og afsøger hvordan makrofaktorer har 

bidraget til konflikten i form af strukturelle, økonomiske, politiske og juridiske forskelle. Endvidere 

svares der på hvordan mikrofaktorer har indflydelse på løsningen af konflikten. I den forbindelse 

undersøges hvordan konflikten frames, hvordan parterne framer hinanden og hvem der har den 

relative indflydelse. Den afsøger endvidere parternes interesser, og de forbundne faktorer 

diskuteres. Formålet er at give et oprigtigt og brugbart billede af situationen som helhed. Rammen 

for opgaven er baseret på en modificeret forhandlingsramme fra Lewicki et als og en del 

international forhandlingsteori er brugt. Udgangspunktet for opgaven endvidere Baynes and 

Woolcocks teori om økonomisk diplomati. Endvidere er teori indenfor eksempelvis økonomi og 

politik brugt til at analysere de tilhørende faktorer, og Luhmanns kommunikationsanalyse er brugt 

til at analysere framing. Metoden er endvidere baseret på en konstruktivistisk tilgang til forhandling 

med en afstikker til poststrukturalisme.  

Opgaven viser hvordan Kina har større handlingsrum ved internationale forhandlinger på baggrund 

af makrofaktorer, og hvordan USA ligeså er begrænset, og Kina derfor har en fordel i internationale 

forhandlinger. Endvidere viser opgaven hvordan intensionen med WTO har medvirket til konflikten 

og hvordan Kina, i bedste USA-stil, fremstiller egne interesser som alle interesse. I sidste ende 

overvejes om begge parter kæmper om at have mest indflydelse på verden.   
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Introduction 

Disagreements between the US and China has marked international politics the last year. Until 

todays date, the parties still attempt to solve the dispute. Evaluating the fairness of international 

economic agreements are subject to the disagreements between the parties, and in contrast to the 

current perception of trading relations being rewarding. Relating to postwar trade theory, increased 

trading will maintain peace between nations, where open markets and lower tariffs benefitted the 

international economy. The national economies are increasingly connected as consequence of 

opening domestic economies for non-domestic opportunities of growth thereby increased trading. 

The demand for cooperation and understanding with states of different political, legal and economic 

structure has raised since the differences conceive political interest as interests of conflict 

(Slaughter, 2004).  

When the world changes paths, backlashes often occur. Even though trade without 

barriers and multilateral cooperation seem like the most natural combination, not all countries are 

happy with the current situation of international cooperation and interdependent global economy. 

The US’s sudden resistance against the globalization and global interdependence was initiated 

exclusively by the US President Donald Trump (Wong & Kody, 2019). In Trump’s election 

campaign, he introduced ideas of unfair treatment of foreign countries. Trump argued of 

international agreement of the US was subject to exploitation which harmed the American 

economy. The WTO attempted to undertake the task of creating fairness and enforcing the 

international trading rules, but the US are still mainly targeting the People’s Republic for the unfair 

agreement, being the largest trading partner of the US.  

The disagreement between China and the US are highly debated within international 

politics and are well-followed by international and national news media, when Trump’s policy is in 

conflict with the current world order of liberal view on trade. Not only has the disagreement 

consequences to China, but potentially it has consequences to other trading partners of the US and 

the rest of the world, if the US creates precedence for other international agreements of the US. 

Therefore, to understand the foundation for the US dissatisfaction it is relevant to examine how 

differences within political, legal and economic structures causes the dispute between the parties, 

which provide an understanding of the different terms the parties are restrained by. Further, to 

understand the situation which causes headlines in news media it is relevant to examine how the 

different relevant aspect influences the dispute resolution. To investigate the beforementioned, the 

problem statement of the project is:  
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How difference within macro factors caused the dispute between the US and China, and how micro 

factors influences the dispute resolution. Further a discussion of the interconnected factors will 

follow.    

 

The problem statement will provide a greater understanding of the negotiation in analyzing how 

dispute are grounded in the first place and what factors influences the parties in the dispute, since 

different reasonings behind the dispute has been presented by the parties and media. Thereby, the 

project attempt to provide a whole in-dept and nuances than the illustration of news media. The 

project will analyze the dispute from the 19th March 2018 where the first tariff was imposed on 

Chinese goods until the December 2018 where the Chinese President answer concerns about 

China’s increasingly economic influence. Actions after December will therefore not be considered 

in the project.    

To answer the problem statement, the project will use Baynes and Woolcock “The 

New Economic Diplomacy” as basis for analyzing the dispute solely based on economic 

disagreements. A short introduction to economic diplomacy will follow later in the section. Further, 

the project will use Lewicki, Barry and Saunder’s framework in “Essential in Negotiations” as 

framework for the analysis. The theory will largely rely on negotiation theory which includes 

dispute solution but use economic, political and structural, power and communication theories to 

analyze the factors related to the subjects mentioned. Further, the project will have a constructivist 

and interpretive method to analyze the situation. The approach is most commonly used in 

contemporary diplomatic and negotiation analysis, and concerns multiple values to understand 

views of both parties (Hurd, 2008). The communication analysis is analyzed by post-structural view 

assuming ontological emptiness, and exclusively provides a descriptive analysis as an object for 

further analysis.          

The negotiation situation between the US and China will be referred to as a dispute. 

According to Brett “Negotiating Globally”, a dispute is a dispute if one party propose a claim, 

which afterwards are begin rejected. Further, a dispute assumes the parties to be interdependent, and 

the parties therefore experience consequences if a deal is not reached. The situation is a claim, since 

the US proposed several claims of an unfair treatment performed by China, and China failed to 

accommodate the claim. The parties are further interdependent of each other by trading which 
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further confirms the state of dispute and correlates with features of economic diplomacy. Moreover, 

the dispute is referred to as dispute, but occasionally referred to as negotiation.   

 

Delimitations 

This project will exclusively focus on the macro factors causing the dispute and the micro factors 

influencing the situations, and will therefore not analyze whether China harm the American 

economy, nor will it evaluate the fairness of the current terms of the deal. Further, the project will 

not evaluate the ethics of structural differences nor side with either ideological beliefs, but attempt 

to give an objective analysis of both parties.   

The project will neither examine the Chinese agreement of the WTO but refer to the agreement as 

being aligned with vision of WTO of giving developing countries favorable terms (Hopewell, 

2015). Another constrain is due to the fact, that information about the actual negotiations is 

inaccessible and therefore absent. The micro factor analysis is therefore based on accessible 

information and assumptions. Moreover, the analysis focuses mainly on the political and structural 

differences and provides cultural perspective on framing, but focus less on cultural difference of the 

dispute as a whole. 

 

Project Structure  

First of all, a description of the case is provided with the purpose of outline events of the process. 

Afterwards, the method section and theory follow. Further the analysis is divided into two coherent 

sections, which analyze macro and micro factors of the whole dispute. One conclusion is provided 

after the analysis preliminary concluding on the findings. Due to longer sections, section 

conclusions or smaller summaries will follow. Afterwards, a discussion of the findings and the 

interconnection between the macro and micro factors are provided and in the end the project 

concludes on the finding and discussion by answering the problem statement. 

 

Short Introduction to Economic Diplomacy  

Due to increased international cooperation, national states have increasingly lost influence when 

domestic boundaries began to diminish. Globalization took off when governments increased 

competition and privatized many activities in order to optimize efficiency and benefitting private 

companies with increased economic power. Increased competition led private companies to find 

new ways of increasing profit and seeking for opportunities outside domestic boundaries, leading to 
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increased economic dependency between firms internally and firms and states. Combining the 

economic interdependence leading to globalization determined the relational interests between 

states to become economic. Though, the consequence of increased globalization and limiting state-

owned corporation is governmental loss of power and resources. But the governments need to make 

smart international economically decisions to benefit their own nation. The domestic policy and 

international economic decision making are therefore often conflict of interests and are challenging 

to combine. Often, the international decision-making are limited by domestic policy (Baynes & 

Woolcock, 2017). 
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Case  

The section provides an overview of the promises and polices of Trump related to the dispute. 

Equally important, it gives a chronological overview of events of the dispute between the US and 

China.  

 

Trump’s Promises 

Prior to the election of Donald Trump as president in November 2016, Trump gave a number of 

promises. Trump promised to execute 31 promises within the first 100 days of his presidential 

period. Two out of the 31 promises are relevant to the current situation between the US and China 

(Møller and AP 2017).   

First of all, Trump promised to punish China of economic exploitation the US and 

label them as currency manipulators. He further accused China of intellectual property theft and 

product dumping of American products. Less than 5 months after Trump’s inauguration claimed 

China was not a currency manipulator. The reason for contradiction before and after the election 

was, according to Trump press secretary, circumstantial changes, but Trump still wished to punish 

China economically for the unfair market competition (Waychoff, 2017).  

The second promise Trump promised to execute within the first 100 days of 

presidency which concerns China, was introduced 35% tariff on products from companies which 

offshored their production outside the US (Gajanan, 2016; Møller & AP, 2017). The purpose was to 

maintain factories in the US and stop the escape of factories (Tobias, 2017).  

Two additional promises Trump made before the election has importance to the 

dispute as well. The third Trump of Trump’s promises was to reverse China’s entry into the WTO. 

China joined the WTO in 2001 after 15 years of negotiating the terms for their membership 

(Hopewell, 2015). Trump wishes to de-member China because of the unequal trade condition China 

has compared to developed countries. Trump is in general not positive towards the WTO and the 

fairness of the deal different countries have. Moreover, Trump has expressed to exit liberal 

organizations and agreements which promote free trade (Tobias, 2017).   

Most of Trumps promises are interconnected. The fourth promise was to introduce 

tariff on imported goods, which are connected to limit offshoring. Since China is the US’s largest 

trading partner, and a tariff on imported goods would hurt China and contribute to economic 

punishment of the country (McCarthy, 2018).  
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The US Tariff and Response from China  

After Trump’s election as president of the US in November 2016 several initiatives was installed. 

Trump started by introducing a global tariff on 25 % on steel and 10 % on aluminum, which took 

effect March 23th 2018. The tariff included all countries except South Korea, Brazil, Argentina and 

Australia and has had consequences for the EU and China where the export of metals to the US are 

the fourth largest export group in 2017, equal to 5% of the total export to the US with a value of 24 

billion USD (Donaldjtrump.com, 2019; McCarthy, 2018; OEC, 2019).  

On April 2nd 2018 the first at little known action from China, China responded on the 

steel and aluminum tariff with a 3 billion dollar tax on fruit, wine, pork and steel and aluminum 

products (Wong & Kody, 2019).  

Trump is not a fan of the WTO or other trade agreements or organizations. Several 

countries have filed complaints about the tariff to the WTO, which sets the WTO in a precautious 

situation. Trumps reason for imposing tariff was to secure the countries and thereby perceiving free 

trade as a national threat. Analyses claim, that outcome of the complaint would hurt the WTO. The 

WTO agreeing with the US and Trump introduced tariff, any country would have legitimate right to 

impose tariff on imports and therefore destroy the foundation for free trade agreements (Tobias, 

2017).     

 

First and Second implementation  

 On 19th March 2018 Trump held a press conference where he announced the preparation of tariff 

on Chinese commodities to a value of 60 billion dollars called section 301 (Trump, 2018). Going 

deeper into the actual tariff introduction is more complicated. There was originally planned two 

rounds of introducing punitive tariffs on Chinese imports.  

Om June 15th the US Trade Representative (USTR), announce introduction of tariff would take 

place twice during the summer month. The tariff was an 25 % tariff on Chinese import worth 50 

billion dollars and concerned 1,102 products. The first tariff (product list 1) took effect July 6th and 

concerned Chinese import worth 34 billion dollars. The second tariff (product list 2) went into 

effect august 23rd 2018 and is worth a value on 16 billion dollars. Both tariff are still effective until 

this date except with possibility for exclusion for both product lists (Kretz & Markvardsen, 2018; 

Morrison, 2019; USTR, 2019). 
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The products list concerns products for industrial use. Product list one contains products of 

significant technologies, whereas product list 2 contains similar products of high-tech and metals as  

electrical machinery and railway products (Wong & Kody, 2019). 

After the US announcement of introducing 50-billion-dollar tariff, China announced 

on June 16th tariff to the same value as the US. On July 6th China imposed 25 % tariff on American 

import worth a value of 34 billion dollars. Moreover, August 23rd China introduce tariff on a value 

of 16 billion dollars – again equal to the tariff imposed to China. Both lists concerns products such 

as soybeans, automobiles, chemicals. China call their own response for the imposed tariff for ‘dollar 

for dollar’ (Kretz & Markvardsen, 2018; Wong & Kody, 2019). 

 

Third tariff  

After China responded the first 25% tariff worth 34 billion dollars, the US had another 

announcement. The last announcement of tariff happened on July 11th where the US announce they 

intent to introduced tariff on a value of 200 billion dollars almost equal to half of the US import 

from China. This time the target is 6,000 commodities, including consumer products therefore not 

only effect the industry. Product list 3 includes consumer products, chemical and construction 

material, commercial electronic equipment, vehicle parts and textiles.  

On September 24th the US implements 10% tariff on additional 200 billion dollars and a total of 250 

billion dollars. The Chinese response is implementing 5-10% tariff on 60 billion dollars. Moreover, 

the US announce that the tariff will raise to 25 % the 1st of January 2019 (US Custome and Border 

Protection, 2019; Wong & Kody, 2019).  

 

 

Diplomatic actions 

Short after Trump was elected small and widely unknown diplomatic actions took place to solve the 

conflict between the US and China. Only relevant actions are mentioned in the section. 

The very first diplomatic action took place less than 5 months after Trump’s 

inauguration. The first deal to be made was on May 22nd 2017, where China and the US agrees on 

giving the US further access to Chinese agriculture, energy, financial markets and gives China 

access to sell cooked pork to the US.   

Already after both the US and China released products list which supposed to 

implement tariff, China agrees, on May 20th 2018, to increase imports from the US. US and China 
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agree to put the trade war on hold, but product list 1 was introduced one month later (Wong & 

Kody, 2019).     

Already before the third implementation in early September Donald Trump announce 

that he will implement another 267-billion-dollar tariff compared to the whole of US import from 

China. This happens right after China has filed two complaint to the WTO after the first two 

implemented tariffs. After the third and largest tariff implementation, China calls off diplomatic 

trade talks. Late October the parties agrees to meet again, and the two presidents meet at the G20 

meeting in Argentina. The parties agrees upon not to increase tariff further within until the 1st 

March (US Custome and Border Protection, 2019; Wong & Kody, 2019).            

 

Trump’s Three Issues  

The rise of the dispute between China and the US grounds in the unsatisfaction of Trump which 

competitive unfairness from China. The issues Trump emphasize to the press due to the 

announcement of the tariff concerns three major issues: 

• The first one is the special condition (the foreign ownership constrictions) for foreign 

countries when entering to the Chinese market. This include the demand of partnering with a 

Chinese company when entering the Chinese market.  

• The second one is the alleged theft of intellectual property (IP). 

• The third one is the difference in tariff on import between the two countries accepted by the 

WTO.  

  

Relevant Numbers 

The project both use and illustrate the US of economic facts. Reliable relevant numbers are 

provided below to create transparency. The numbers used in dispute are from 2017 due to the 

accessibility in 2018. The project will use numbers from the same year. 

 

US Trade Balance with the world in goods in 2017: - 795.7 billion USD (Census Bureau, 2019a).   

Trade Balance between the US and China – US deficit: -375.6 billion USD (Census Bureau, 

2019b).    

China Trade Balance with the world in goods in 2017: 421.44 billion USD (Statista.com, 2019). 

US GDP in 2017: 19.485 trillion USD (Worldbank, 2019)  

China GDP in 2017: 12.238 trillion USD (Worldbank, 2019)  
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Method 

This section will give a throughout introduction of ontology and epistemology and use in project. 

Moreover, it will introduce analytical strategies additionally used in project. Lastly, an overview of 

the distinct use of realism and constructivism within negotiation are provided. 

 

Ontology and Epistemology  

All classic research has an ontological and epistemological questions. The ontological question is 

the point of origin, and is the science of being. Ontology address “… basic assumptions about the 

nature of the (social) world upon” the research is based on the view of the researcher (Egholm 

2014;25). Ontology broadly distinct between two positions: realism and constructivism. The 

position attempt to examine whether the real world exists independently or dependently from our 

knowledge and human conscious (Egholm, 2014; Marsh & Stoker, 2010).  

In realism assumes objects, actions and communication exist independently from our consciousness 

and social phenomena have an existence in themselves. Constructivism, in contrast, assumes 

nothing exists outside human consciousness and there is no external world to the world humans 

perceive in. Objects, actions and communication only ‘exists’ by actors ascribing meaning to any 

social phenomena. Constructivists therefore perceive the phenomenon ‘reality’ as socially 

constructed and has no ‘real’ existence other than the meaning added to it (Egholm, 2014; Marsh & 

Stoker, 2010). 

 Epistemology are closely linked to ontology and are the theory of knowledge. 

Thereby, epistemology is how knowledge can be produced and set the limits of what we can know 

about the world. Behind every theory, there is an underlying recipe of how to asses knowledge and 

whether the knowledge is credible and valid (Egholm, 2014; Marsh & Stoker, 2010).  

Further, the ontological point of origin presupposes the theory of knowledge and thereby the 

epistemology. A realistic ontology presuppose e.g. a positivistic epistemology whereas 

constructivist ontology presuppose a interpretivist epistemology (Marsh & Stoker, 2010).  

Explaining the classic theoretical understanding of ontology and epistemology, this 

project will also include poststructuralist approach, and thereby an additional understanding of 

ontology and epistemology. The poststructuralist approach is Åkerstrøm Andersen’s ‘analytical 

strategies’, and to understanding analytical strategies the relation between the ontology and 

epistemology needs to be explained. 
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In general, some poststructuralists refuse the question of ontology and only focuses on 

the theory of epistemology. The claim is, that contradiction is present when deciding the ontology, 

and thereby the nature of the world, before conducting the epistemological research that actually 

concludes how we know what the world is. Therefore, poststructuralists will not decide the 

ontology and rely exclusively on epistemology. But, Marsh and Stroker acknowledge that 

poststructuralists can consider themselves as constructivists, since they deny the external reality, but 

that they perform a very particular form of constructivism (Marsh & Stoker, 2010). Marsh and 

Stoker’s claim correlate with Åkerstrøm Andersen’s theory of analytical strategies, claiming, 

analytical strategies are constructivist, since the empty ontology means that there is essence in the 

world, where nothing is added or to reality in advance. The advantage of using analytical strategies 

is it challenges the obvious pre-understood meaningfulness by an alternate critical view which can 

suddenly contribute with another meaningfulness than the first assumed.  

Åkerstrøm Andersen’s analytical strategies departure from an epistemological 

approach, where a given analytical strategy is defined by a chosen epistemology. Åkerstrøm 

Andersen calls the neglection of an ontology for an epistemological oriented philosophy of science 

which examines the how and not the what, in contrast to the ontological oriented philosophy of 

science. He argues, using analytical strategies means assumption of an empty ontology. But 

epistemology can examine in what forms and during what conditions a certain meaningfulness are 

conceived, which is closest analytical strategies comes to decide on the ontology. Thereby, the 

epistemology de-ontologize the object and makes the ontology irrelevant, since the observation 

observed in itself is the object. (Åkerstrøm Andersen, 1999).   

Some general features of constructivism are present and are further relevant to the 

case in having a constructivist approach to negotiation. The first one is the perception of reality 

which is the ontological question. The reality is constructed and does not exist, but are found in 

multiple and indefinite forms which and vary from group and individual. All realities are equally 

meaningful, but some perception of reality are more dominant than others (Egholm, 2014; Marsh & 

Stoker, 2010). Second of all, the boundary between ontology and epistemology are undefined. The 

reality is not discovered, and thereby the truth is not to be found, but the actor and the values of the 

actors decides the rationality. Third, since the reality is social constructed, the actors perception of 

the world is shaped by cultural, social and political processes (Marsh & Stoker, 2010).   
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Interpretive Epistemology   

The project will use the interpretive epistemology to analyze the dispute between China and the US 

and analyze the macro and micro factors of the situation. The interpretive framework considers the 

location of the actors, meaning it attempt to determine the position of the subjects. Position in this 

context, means the current state of mind, not confused with the position due to negotiation theory. 

The position is due to the interpretive epistemology the reasons of the subjects, and thereby 

examine how the world appears by the experienced experiences and the theoretical apparatus of the 

subject used to make sense out of the world. Moreover, the way the subject experience is further 

influenced by the upbringing, or better determined as the culture and social position. When 

engaging in interpretive epistemological in political analysis the focus is not on how certain 

perceptions of subjects are conceived and developed, but rather the normative position the subjects, 

and thereby the immediate perception of the present which is considered. In short, the focus by 

interpretive epistemology are understanding rather than explaining. The meaning of the action and 

communication are the important and not the causes and effects (Lennon, 2003; Marsh & Stoker, 

2010).  

For the subject, experiences need culturally and socially determined prejudices to be experienced. 

Therefore, reason is determined by the subject directly anchored to experience. Without these 

prejudices experiencing would make no sense to the subjects but are needed to create an appropriate 

response. Reason lies in these responses to experiences, where the experiences further influences 

how the world appear to the subject (Lennon, 2003).       

As mentioned, prejudices are needed to perceive experiences. The subjects will make interpretations 

of experiences, which are already be interpret by the subject. Interpreting experiences of subjects 

with interpretive epistemology are interpretations of interpretations when examine how the subject 

is perceiving certain phenomena (Egholm, 2014; Lennon, 2003).  

  

Analytical Strategies 

As mentioned, analytical strategies will be used in the analysis. The theory is exclusive based on 

theory of Åkerstrøm Andersen, since he is the exclusive writer of the analytical strategies. One of 

the fundamentals for Niels Åkerstrøm Andersen’s analytical strategies are second order observation.  

A common way to analyze is through first order observations. First order observations 

are the observation of something (an object) in the surroundings, whereas second order observations 

are the observation of the observer. Explained by Niels Åkerstrøm Andersen’ well-known term: 
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‘observations of observations as observations’, are an intricate but yet accurate description of 

second order observations. The point is to observe how an object is observed, and not observing the 

object itself (Åkerstrøm Andersen, 1999).  

Analytical strategy is a strategy of how to construct second order observation. The 

point is to analyze how beings such as individuals or organizations uses specific perspective to 

analyze given object. The object analyzed by the being are not the one to be analyzed using an 

analytical strategy, but the observation becomes the object. Thereby the world appears differently 

according to the chosen perspective. Analytical strategies are used to analyze how a chosen being, 

such as organization or individuals describes an object. (Åkerstrøm Andersen, 1999).  

Using analytical strategies and second order observations it is possible to discover and 

realize a meaning different from the obvious and already present meaning added. The chosen 

analytical strategies are the perspective in which the analysist chooses to analyze a given 

observation in order to discover meaning provided by the being. An analytical strategy is therefore 

not a strategy to find one single universal other meaning, but are a decision made to analyze an 

observation due to a certain perspective which discovers meanings other strategies fail to discover 

and fail to discover meanings other strategies would discover. Therefore, any chosen strategy has 

pro and cons of the analysis outcome (Åkerstrøm Andersen, 1999).         

Essentials in Analytical Strategies 

When using second order observations the essentials must be clarified: the guiding distinction and 

the observation point. 

The guiding distinction is important and marks the distinction between the marked and the 

unmarked side. The distinction is important since it shaped the observation in a certain way and 

creates reality due to the distinction. The observations will only refer to the chosen marked side or 

unmarked side, and everything which does not refer to the marked side will automatically be 

outside function as the distinction. Analytical strategies operate with an observation point. 

Choosing observation point therefore has consequences for the way in which the observer’s view 

(Åkerstrøm Andersen, 1999). The essentials will be defined with the form and system analysis.        

 

 

Ontology, Epistemology and Analytical Strategy in the Project 

The analysis will consist of one whole continuous international negotiation analysis, which analyze 

different factors of the negotiation situation. The project uses constructivism as ontological point of 
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origin and thereby have an interpretive epistemology all through. The project will analyze the 

negotiation situation using a constructivist approach, even though some indicators of the parties 

have a realistic approach to negotiation.  

The analysis will consist of both first order observations and a second order observations. To 

analyze most macro factors and micro factors, first order observations are used. First order 

observations are observations of something in the surroundings. Thereby, the factors are the object 

for the observations and categorized as first order analysis. In addition, second order observations 

will be used to analyzed the section ‘level of conflict’ of the dispute. The second order analysis is 

used to analyze how the parties frame each other by communication analysis.  

The second order analysis are the part of the analysis which use analytical strategy. 

Åkerstrøm Andersen argues, using an analytical strategy is a strategy in itself and not a method. 

However, the analytical strategy is, in this case, only a part of the analysis and not an exclusive 

analysis with one or more analytical strategies. Therefore, to Åkerstrøm Andersen regret, the 

analytical strategy will in this case be used as a method.   

Further it assumes an empty ontology. The second order analysis will, in isolation, 

have an empty ontology and after the analysis decide on world view of the observed observer. 

However, since base of the project assume a constructivist ontology the outcome of using the 

analytical strategy will assume a constructivist epistemology. However, analytical strategy assumes 

and constructivist epistemology and the boundary between constructivists ontology and 

epistemology being blurred, the decision to integrate analytical strategy will not affect the outcome 

of the analysis in isolation. The analytical outcome of the analytical strategy analysis will be further 

analyzed and not stand isolated (Åkerstrøm Andersen, 1999).  

 

Constructivism vs. Realism in Negotiation Theory  

This section will give an overview of the difference of the ontological approaches related to 

international relation theory, and what consequences the different approaches has to negotiation 

situations. The project will only consider the two beforementioned approached and the difference 

between realism and constructivism. Other approaches such as materialism vs. idealism basically, 

will be defined as realism and constructivism since the different within the approaches are similar. 

Several other authors do not differentiate between the constructivism vs. realism and materialism 

vs. idealism (Egholm, 2014; Hurd, 2008).   
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Constructivism has dominated social science the past decades – also within 

international relations and communication and has replaced the realist’s approach. Within the 

theory of negotiation, conflict between using realism or constructivism is present which affect the 

outcome and negotiation in itself. It is roughly divided into two different negotiation situations: 

distributive bargaining (realism) focusing on the material and integrative negotiation 

(constructivism) focusing on the social meaning. The difference between the two will be provided 

below due factors of gain (outcome) and interest.   

 

Interests and Outcome 

Analyzing international relations, the constructivist approach emphasizes the creation and function 

of states in both by socially and relationally and attempts to discover the social meaning of objects 

or practices. Concerning interests, the most important difference between the constructivist and 

realists are the dynamics in change of interests. Constructivist approach is based on the idea that 

social content of the negotiation is socially constructed. That means, that interest is changing 

dependent of where the party(ies) negotiations and takes place and during what circumstances. 

Thereby, when interests are socially constructed the context and relationship are relevant to the 

states. As Hurd states: “The social constitution of interests encompasses all the ways that actors' 

interests and identities might be influenced by their interactions with others and with their social 

environment.” (Hurd 2008;6).  

Thereby, constructivism neglects essentiality of interest, and state the idea of interests 

being universal nor predetermined, as the realists believe. Realists approach to interests are 

influenced by predetermined and universal content of what states needs in order to either survive, 

gain or maintain power. Interests are therefore shaped by material resources. But as the 

constructivists approach, the current situation of the states, also play a role in negotiations (Hurd, 

2008). Further, the constructivists approach to interests, are shaped by ideas dominating the past 

and present understating of the what is significant, and therefore the discourse of what is important 

and valuable. They acknowledge, that the primary interest of states are often material (Baynes & 

Woolcock, 2017; Hurd, 2008; Lewicki, Barry, & Saunders, 2016).   

The preferred outcome of negotiations is shaped by the interests of the parties. The 

social construction adds meaning to the outcome. The outcome is perceived as the absolute gain, 

since constructivists evaluate on the social value of a negotiated deal.     
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Realists, in contrast, has material interests and thereby the outcome focus is on the material 

distributed. Therefore, realists focus on relative gains and whether the parties gain an equal amount 

of material resources. Negotiations between parties with different approach challenges the 

negotiation. Realists are focus on the distribution of benefits whereas constructivist does not 

necessarily focus an distribution of benefits, but meaning or value of the negotiated (Baynes & 

Woolcock, 2017; Hurd, 2008).  

Further explanation of the conflict of interests between realists and constructivists in theory.  

 

 

Data and Validity  

The data used in the project are collected using internet sources. The data consist of new articles, 

government sources and recorded speeches. Analyzing a recent, continuing and developing political 

and diplomatic event news article from reliable news websites are used. Both American, 

international and Danish sources are used to create a nuanced perspective on the situation.  

The Danish news sites used are: DR Nyhederne and TV2 Nyhederne which are exclusively and 

partly public funded. Both sources are considered objective news providers of Denmark (Bernard, 

2011). 

International Media are equally used. Reuters and Fortune Multinational Media 

providing information about business are used for the international perspective. Moreover, Global 

advice information is used with expertise, among others, in China providing a timeline from the site 

China-Briefing.com under Dezan Shira and Associates. The organization provides professional 

advisory to international corporate investors from Asian/Chinese perspective.   

Moreover, reliable information media of the United States are also used such as 

Bloomberg.com highly respected new providers of financial news. In addition, a non-profit news 

sites of the US Politifact.com is used which validate claims of US electives and are owned by 

Poynter Institute, which is a non-profit school for journalists and can therefore be perceived as 

independent and objective. To compare validation claims, the US president Donald Trump’s own 

website Donaldjtrump.com are used, which provide information about of effectuation of the 

President’s promises. The last information provider is political biased the personal site of the 

President adds another perspective to the politic of Trump (Bernard, 2011).      

https://www.dr.dk/nyheder/udland/overblik-straftold-paa-ris-og-toiletpapir-forstaa-handelskonflikt-mellem-usa-og-kina
https://d.docs.live.net/ed9170b2f7f17fe0/Dokumenter/Uni/Dokumenter/Politisk%20Kommunikation%20og%20Ledelse-LAPTOP-84OHGTHF/Speciale/nyheder.tv2.dk/udland/2017-04-26-trump-lovede-31-ting-paa-100-dage-her-er-hvad-han-leverede
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-apple-foxconn-wisconsin/foxconn-announces-u-s-manufacturing-plant-in-wisconsin-idUSKBN1AB258
http://fortune.com/2016/12/04/donald-trump-tariff-company-regulations/
https://www.china-briefing.com/news/the-us-china-trade-war-a-timeline/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-12-05/what-s-intellectual-property-and-does-china-steal-it-quicktake
https://www.politifact.com/truth-o-meter/blog/2011/oct/06/who-pays-for-politifact/
https://www.promiseskept.com/achievement/overview/foreign-policy/
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Linguistic diversity is limited to Danish and English and are bias towards a western 

perspective on the situation by primarily using American and British news sites as international 

sources. Asian and international source are limited to the English written news media.  

Data of introduction of tariff are based on combination of the Office of the United 

States Trade Representative, which is an office under the Executive Office of the President of the 

United States (USTR, n.d.) and Congressional Research Service which the research unite of the 

Congress independent of party affiliation. Further information is provided by the US Custom and 

Border Protection to validate the accuracy of the tariff introduction.  

Facts and statistics of the US and Chinese economy are based on data from US 

international providers. Data of the trade balance are taken from the US government’s own 

statistical unit Census Bureau. Even though the data can be biased, usually the validity of the 

statistic from the US governmental institutions such as Census Bureau are considered valid. 

Additionally, the data are used on other statistical providers such as Statista.com and by large 

American news providers, and the outcome are therefore the same. Further GDP data from the 

international organization the World Bank are used. The data are considered valid and independent 

and has headquarters in the US (Bernard, 2011).  

To analyze micro factors of the dispute speeches from the US and Chinese Presidents, 

Donald Trump and Xi Jinping are used. The speeches are available on Youtube.com and provided 

by the large respected US news media CNN and by Time. The speech from the American president 

takes place 22th marts 2018 right after the US introduced the tariff on Chinese import and are of full 

length. Three extracts from Xi conducted in April, November and December 2018 are used to cover 

the Chinese perspective. Xi’s speeches are answers to the introduction of tariff and accusation 

unfair market terms and intending to intake world hegemony. The speeches from the Chinese 

president are presented in Chinese but translated with subtitles by Time. Relying on translating 

creates limitations of interpretation and can lead to disappearance of important linguistic nuances 

(Bernard, 2011). Trump long speech is 7:12 minutes, whereas analyzing Xi there is used three 

extracts of 1:10, 1:33 and 1:04 minutes long. The use of only one long speech of Trump gives a 

united in-dept understanding of his framing and interest on one day. Therefore, Trump’s promises 

before and policies after the election are taken into consideration to provide perspective and 

validity. The use of three shorter sequences of Xi performed within timeframe of 6 months validates 

the framing and underlying interest in quantity, and further provides time perspective. The 

sequences are all selected extracts from a longer speech extracted from American media, and 
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therefore the sequences are taken out of context potentially neglects additional information which 

could potentially change the interpretation of the speech. In the end the quantity validates the 

assertions (Bernard, 2011).          
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Theory  

Dispute and Negotiation Theory 

The situation between the US and China are defined as a dispute being an interdependent conflict 

with a rejected claim (Brett, 2014). Dispute solving are similar to deal-making with minor changes, 

and negotiation theory is applicable when analyzing dispute with a re-conditioning of certain terms.  

To analyze the dispute an analysis of macro and micro are conducted. When analyzing 

disputes, macro factors will analyze factors initiating the dispute more than analyzing the factors 

which might cause obstacles in a potential negotiation - as the frame originally suggest. The frame 

is based on Lewicki, Barry and Saunders framework of ‘environmental and immediate context’ to 

analyze international negotiations. The frame is based on Phatak and Habib’s theory of international 

business negotiation analysis where the importance of context is emphasized. Phatak and Habib’s 

original theory will complement the revised framework of Lewicki, Barry and Saunders. Moreover, 

within each factor multiple theories from multiple authors related to the subject are explained giving 

an in depth understanding of the concepts within the factors and the factors themselves. Only 

relevant factors are analyzed leaving out irrelevant factors. The cultural factor is determined as 

macro factor, but compliments the framing analysis under micro factor. Few factors are renamed.      

 

Macro Factors 

Macro factors are factors of the ‘Environmental Context’ and describes the political, societal, 

economic and cultural differences related to the parties or the dispute. The factors are static and do 

not change suddenly. Moreover, the factors are specific considering the time and place for the 

negotiation, and therefore, the macro factors are forces which the parties have no influence on, but 

the factors do influence on the negotiation.  

Lewicki, Barry and Saunders argue that macro factors challenge international negotiations and less 

relevant for domestic negotiations. Considering Baynes and Woolcock’s argument of international 

interdependence macro factors has indirect influence on domestic issues. Therefore, project will 

consider the macro factors influencing domestic issues as well.  

 

Economic Diplomacy & Ideology  

The section will provide a short overview of the shift within diplomacy. Supporting the argument of 

diplomatic relations mainly concerns economic interest the following section will provide an 

ideological perspective. 
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Economic diplomacy explains the shift in the focus within diplomacy. Diplomacy today is mostly 

focused on economic issue grounded in the economic independency of states further causing a 

global economy. Economic diplomacy is the process of domestic decision making and international 

negotiation interaction with each other. Domestic decision-making often set boundaries for creation 

of affective decision-making internationally. To define ‘Economic Diplomacy’ Baynes and 

Woolcock defines it as: “…policies relating to production, movement or exchange of goods, 

services, investments money, information and their regulation’” (Baynes and Woolcock 2017;4).  

The consequences of economic diplomacy are, that the globalization has led to the 

international and diplomatic interest of the countries being primarily economic. Hodu and Qi 

argues, that China perceive Western ideology to be influenced by liberal economics. Thereby, 

liberal economics has reconstructed social norm and culture in the West. In support, Hopewell’s 

argues liberalism influencing the western world and international organizations, whereas 

Confucianism influenced the culture and society of China, and are visible within the differences of 

the upcoming factors (Baynes & Woolcock, 2017; Hodu & Qi, 2016; Hopewell, 2015).   

Grounded in the argument of Hopewell’s, Hodu and Qi ideologies influences the 

culture. The difference within influence of ideology are connected to the development of the 

cultures of the two countries. Ideology can therefore be analyzed in two different perspectives: the 

difference between the classic ideologies influencing the countries in the East and the West or the 

cultural differences in perception of norms and values influencing important factors in the culture 

and society of China and the US (Lewicki et al., 2016). This project will mainly concern the 

influence of economy in diplomatic relation and negotiations, and analyze norms and value 

difference to be culturally determined due to Hofstede’s dimensional theory.        

  

Political & Legal Pluralism 

Political and legal pluralism describes the differences of the countries’ political and legal system.  

 

Political Pluralism  

According to Phatak and Habib, the political pluralism concerns differences in foreign policy and 

political structures which affect international relations. Political pluralism is the difference of the 

political systems. The countries structure of the political system and electoral systems can 
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influence the interest of the parties where certain interests are at play (Lewicki et al., 2016; Phatak 

& Habib, 1996).  

The political decisions of economic model are another issue due to political pluralism. 

The independent regulator model is the most respected model by economically strong 

international states, where regulators must be independent from all corporations they regulate, even 

state-owned enterprises (SOE). The model is mostly used by Western countries including the US.  

The US is characterized by the independent regulator model where the regulators are 

independent from the corporations. Therefore, the regulators regulate in favor of the society by the 

lack of ability to regulate in favor of specific industries or companies. The model is the base for 

market economy, and the market will regulate itself more than needing the help from state 

regulations. The US are further known for having very liberal regulations within business and 

attempt to minimize regulations of the market (Pearson, 2005).  

China has characteristics of two models. The independent regulator model and the developmental 

model, which regulates in favor of firms by complying with their interests and thereby ensure 

success of firms. The model is highly used in Japan previously, and the idea is to have few large 

companies which are able to compete internationally by wanting prestigious firms to compete in 

international market. China had previously mainly characteristics from the developmental model, 

but within the past decades, it has ascribed characteristics from the independent regulator model. 

Itis now perceived being the mix of the two. China thereby, both let the market regulate itself but do 

regulate in the favor of specific Chinese business and industries as well (Pearson, 2005).  

 

Legal Pluralism  

Legal pluralism is determined by difference in legal system. When analyzing an international 

dispute both countries has different legal systems. National states are creating laws which comply 

with their national interest and does not necessarily comply with the interest of international 

community or a specific national states interests (Lewicki et al., 2016; Phatak & Habib, 1996). 

Here, the separation of power or lack of the same influences the terms and conditions of parties 

within the countries. The separation of power is the classic separation of the three branches: 

legislative, executive and juridical branch. Ideally a separation of branches are preferred to avoid 

power abuse (Systime.dk, 2019).   

The US approach to law is referred to as ‘rule of law’, where individuals and the state 

themselves are subject to the law, and the law thereby shape the structure and action in a society. 
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The Western approach of rule of law is rule-oriented and especially the US are defined as a litigious 

society by being disputations by focusing on legal processes and the right interpretation of law. The 

Chinese approach are challenging of the rule of law, since the legal system of China has mainly 

been influenced by Confucian values influencing the legal consciousness and social order of the 

Chinese, and are influenced by maintaining harmony more than focusing on a specific interpretation 

of law (Hodu & Qi, 2016). The better alternative for handling disputes is to dissolved more than 

resolve, since lawsuits were perceived as a method for the elite to maintain hierarchy to the 

commoners. Altogether, the Chinese prefer to handle their dispute outside the formal legal system.   

 

International Economics and WTO 

Phatak and Habib defines international economics as focusing on foreign exchange and currency 

fluctuation. This can, to some extent be explained by the Trilemma, which is the economic choices 

national states need to take due to monetary policy (Majaski, 2019; Phatak & Habib, 1996).  

Nevertheless, analyzing international economics add another dimension and describe 

the whole global economic system. As mentioned, international economy has large and direct 

impact on the economy of sovereign states now more than ever before caused by the globalization 

and cross-border economic relations (Baynes & Woolcock, 2017). An analysis of one global 

economy as an actual phenomenon are more relevant today, than an analysis of certain economic 

challenges of single states. The global economy no longer consists of the collation of national 

economy, but global production and supply chains are the ones to shape politics within national 

states. The national states are ascribed less influential within the global economy, whereas 

international economy has a major effect on the national economy instead. The economic interest of 

the national states are one shaping the politics of national states (Baynes & Woolcock, 2017).  

The WTO are the organization which promote global economy and political and 

economic collaboration between national states. The organization makes and enforce the rules of 

international trade, for the member states to follow (Baynes & Woolcock, 2017; Ford, 2003). 

Supporting Woolcock’s argument of collaborate world politics and global economy, Hopewell 

argues, the WTO are constructed due to high influence from the US when being the world’s only 

superpower after WW2. The US influenced the WTO by classic liberal ideology they were the front 

runners on creating free trade by creating the GATT which later became the WTO. Hopewell 

criticize the purpose of WTO, which promotes multilateralism, free trade and equality of 

sovereignty. These three main purposes of the WTO play a role in the global economy, but the 
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purposes are might cover the intension for the US and economically strong states to undertake their 

own interests.  

First, multilateralism is political liberalism, where sovereign states are governing the 

global economy. It was a strategy for the US to maintain access to raw material and financial 

freedom for the US in foreign countries by creating a system which eased the realization of both. 

Moreover, free trade was the economic liberalism when opening the national markets to free flows 

of goods and service to prevent government interventions which could undermine the economic 

supremacy of the stronger states (Hopewell, 2015).     

The equality of sovereign states is further a strategy to achieve juridical easing in 

international economy. The strong states are through the WTO interfering with state sovereignty 

when imposing weaker states to commit to international laws created by the stronger states. The 

strong states are, contrary, only following the international rules when it is in compliance with their 

interests. Especially the US are known for excepting themselves to the international laws they 

highly influenced the creation of (Hopewell, 2015).      

Together, the purposes of the WTO are the strategies for the US and other strong 

economies to maintain their superiority. WTO being a western-centered and American led system, 

which tend to universal interest and excluding states which do wish to cooperate and follow the 

rules. According to Hopewell, the US has universalized their own interest through the WTO by 

framing their own interest as general interests. The US are now perceived by the subordinate state 

as undertaking these general interests for the common good (Hopewell, 2015).  

 

WTO and other External Stakeholders  

In general, people, organizations or individuals, are stakeholders when they have an interest in the 

outcome of the dispute. Already defining WTO as external stakeholder, the organization consists of 

legally free and equal states, which means the member states would theoretically share the interest 

of WTO. The project will assume coherence between WTO official interest and interest of member 

states. (Ford, 2003; Hopewell, 2015; Lewicki et al., 2016).      

 

Bureaucratic Decisions       

Bureaucratic decision is based on the factor ‘foreign government and bureaucracies’ and challenges 

realists’ view of solely focus on governments as unitary actors. Often, neglection of bureaucratic 

layers within states such as ministries or branches of government are a constrain to negotiation 
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analyses. Focus on other actors than the head of government within in political institutions has 

influence on and are involved in issue and concerns of the negotiations (Baynes & Woolcock, 2017; 

Lewicki et al., 2016). 

Four other actors have influenced economic diplomacy recently. They are referred to as Bayne’s 

four factors and counts: involving ministers, bringing in non-state actors, greater transparency 

and using international institutions. The four factors improve decision making in international 

negotiations due to the transition into one interconnected economy.    

Instead of using government officials, international economic decisions became more political, by 

using ministers to make decisions and increased the important of the decision within the public. 

Bringing in non-state actors further increased negotiations since the consequences or benefit for the 

state actors was taking into concern. The workload could be spread to experts, thinks-tanks to create 

new policy within undiscovered areas.  

The greater transparency sums up the two beforementioned factors. Ministers and 

non-state actors wish to receive better information, clarity and more publicity to gain access to 

information which could mobilize support to their political agenda or interests.  

The greater use of international institutions transformed the traditional national 

institutions. The purpose of creating collective institution was to reinforce power when the 

individual power of the states was decreasing. The international institution further enabled domestic 

political action to be legitimize through the argument of commitment to solve international 

problems (Baynes & Woolcock, 2017). 

 

 

Micro Factors 

Micro factors are based on Lewicki et al’s ‘immediate context’, which concern the interdependence 

of the parties. The most important difference between macro and micro factors is, that micro factors 

has a direct impact on the negotiation. The factors are possible for the parties to influence to a 

certain extent. The immediate context covers strategy and goals of each party, and further an 

analysis of how the parties frame the situation to the public can give a hint about approach of the 

parties (Lewicki et al., 2016; Phatak & Habib, 1996).    
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Immediate stakeholder  

The immediate stakeholders are the stakeholders who negotiate or the people the negotiators 

represent in a negotiation. The non-negotiating immediate stakeholder has large influence on the 

negotiators themselves, since they can demand desired or minimum outcome.   

Phatak and Habib argues, the characteristics of the negotiators like prior experience in negotiation 

and cultural background of the immediate stakeholder. Negotiators who has high experience within 

international negotiation has an advantage of knowledge mainly due to cultural norms of the 

counterparty which can influence negotiations (Lewicki et al., 2016; Phatak & Habib, 1996).  

          

Levels of Conflict and Relationship between Negotiators   

Phatak and Habib describe the levels of conflict as determined by whether the parties agree or 

disagree on the key issues. Additionally, Lewicki, Barry and Saunders emphasize the 

interdependence between the parties further influence the levels of conflict. Being very 

interdependent on each other often lead to higher levels of conflict, since less dependence on each 

other, the parties can easier commit to alternatives (Lewicki et al., 2016). In negotiation between 

parties who has had long positive relations it is more likely to have mutual interests and reach a 

win-win situation in order to sustain the good relation (Phatak & Habib, 1996).   

The framing prior to a negotiation can determine both the levels of conflict and the relationship 

between the parties when being in a dispute. The framing is the result of history of the relationship, 

but framing is not necessarily the product of the current state of relationship, but are also a hint of 

the desired outcome of a future situation.  

Framing is a tool to create a certain perception of yourself or the counterparty. Frames are important 

in disputes, because disputes often are rooted in difference within perception and interpretations. 

These differences can thereby be expressed in framing the situation in advantage of your own 

interest. Frames can, however, change over time and is most likely to do, when resolving a dispute.   

 

Communication Theory 

The communication analysis will analyze how the parties frame each other and themselves to 

determine the levels of conflict. The theoretical approach to communication analysis is Luhmann’s 

form and system analysis.  
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Social Systems  

Luhmann argues, all communication takes place within a social system. Luhmann’s theory is 

functional structuralism system theory and does not assume the function of social systems but 

assume a functional differentiated society without certain value and structural patterns which speaks 

differentiated from each other.  

First of all, a social system is the accumulation of multiple people’s actions which 

delimits itself from the environment. The actions which refer meaningfully to each other belongs to 

the social system whereas all other actions belongs to the environment (Kneer & Nassehi, 1997a). 

Second of all, Luhmann focus on the performance of functional determined system and the task the 

social system fulfills and what equivalent options can replace them. Thereby, they focus on 

problems and solutions and examine the questions of alternate solutions for any problem. It means 

they are autopoietic where operations refer to previous operations, and all elements of a system are 

self-produced. Moreover, the system can only refer to its own operations and does not have access 

to its environment, but only create ideas about it. That means, the system can only operate within 

the system (Åkerstrøm Andersen & Pors, 2017; Kneer & Nassehi, 1997a, 1997b).     

After describing what social systems are, describing what social system can are 

relevant. Social systems reduce complexity differ between systems. For humans to understand 

complexity reduction of complexity is needed, and Luhmann divide this complexity into two 

different possibilities. Either actions belong to the social system or the environment. Therefore, 

social systems are the communication link between the world’s unlimited complexity and the 

individual’s capacity of the managing complexity. The only exception from functional structuralism 

theory is the differentiation between system and environment is the world. There is nothing outside 

the world and the world is not a system it itself. Therefore, the world is an infinite amount of 

complicity (Kneer & Nassehi, 1997a). 

After providing an overview of social systems in general, this project will focus on 

one particular social system. Luhmann argues, that there are three different kinds: interaction, 

organization and society. This project will focus on organizational systems and society.  

Organizational systems are systems of conducts and creates themselves through decisions. The most 

important for social systems to become organizations is membership of the organization which are 

tied to certain conditions. Thereby, organizational systems can distinct between members and non-

members and reproduce certain artificially created behavior. To differentiate between members and 

non-members organizational systems settles certain conducts different from rest of the society 
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(Kneer & Nassehi, 1997a). The society as a social system is the overall system and the most 

complex one. The society both contains interaction systems and organizational systems, but neither 

system is important to the society. It is not possible to being a non-member of the society and 

contain more than just interactions between people. Kneer and Nassehi defines it as: “… a system of 

a higher order, a system of another kind…” (Kneer and Nassehi 1997a;48). The project assumes the 

national states as organizational social systems knowing that the question whether the possibility of 

de-member members (deprive citizenship) from the national state is a complex question to answer. 

The artificial behavior is interpreted by entering a new culture, the behavior will further align with 

the cultural behavior of the ‘members’ of the country. Nevertheless, the world including all national 

states are perceived as societal system, since nothing is outside society. The two national states can 

therefore not be mutual societal systems.  

 

Form Analysis 

System analysis is the most used one, and has a starting point in making a distinction - also known 

as form analysis. Remembering the environment will always be environment for a certain system, 

and the system will system for a certain environment. Therefore, all of Luhmann’s analyses is to 

divide into two distinct possibilities. The form analysis will be used to analyze what distinction are 

set within communication. 

Observations is the core of Luhmann’s theory. Luhmann defines observations as 

operations with one option distinction to the other. The observations are characterized by having a 

marked side. Exactly form analysis operates with the distinctions of a marked and unmarked side. 

Thereby, the analysis consists of what communication is possible within the frame of distinction 

and what limitations are present due to the distinction. The form 

analysis is used to underline certain distinction within the 

communication to examine what is communicated. The form analysis 

deconstructs the communication and transform into certain logics 

(Åkerstrøm Andersen, 1999).      
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System Analysis 

The guiding distinction of the system analysis is system/environment. 

Social systems are created when communication refers to itself. 

Thereby, it observes itself or other systems through self-referential or 

foreign-referential descriptions which refer to either system or 

environment. The observations thereby examine “…how a system 

creates itself when it constructs its’ environment through communicational descriptions.” It is 

possible for systems to speak about other systems, but not speak with them. (Åkerstrøm Andersen 

1999;133). The system analysis will be used to analyzed how the parties describe each other.  

 

Distinctions are made to distinct one distinction from another. 

Nevertheless, it is possible for a distinction to re-enters itself. 

The distinction can reappear in the in the distinct space by being 

copied. Due to system and form analysis, the 

environment/unmarked are copied and reappears into the 

system/marked. Re-entering required another distinction to the 

distinction to distinct the re-entry of the environment from the system (Luhmann, 1993).   

Further, the creation of meaning lies within the difference of the marked/unmarked or 

system/environment. The relation between the marked and unmarked creates a certain meaning 

where the meaning of the marked side changes when replacing the unmarked side. Therefore, the 

creation of meaning is relational, where the marked appears, and meaning are therefore not fixed. In 

system analysis it determines the boundary of meaning, and meaning are created different within 

the system that due to the environment (Åkerstrøm Andersen, 1999; Åkerstrøm Andersen & Pors, 

2017). 

 

Code Analysis 

The interesting about society is, that they provide the codes for the organizational system. The 

society choses only one primary differential type that dominates the whole society. The primary 

differential of society divides the society into functional systems referred to as functional 

differential of society. Each sub system manages important function of the society and sets a 

distinction equal to the beforementioned distinctions. The sub systems operate with binary codes  

with a positive (motivation) or negative (reflection) value +/- (Kneer & Nassehi, 1997b).  
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Considering the polycontexturality of second order observations, 

social systems can be polyphone and communicate in different 

codes and provide polyphonic communication. That means 

organizations have multiple communication forms and can 

communicate differently according to the subject and the context. 

Organizational systems are today able to speak in multiple codes and 

thereby be dominated by multiple functional systems. Two codes are 

therefore analyzed in the project and both refer to power distribution 

in terms of the political code and the power code. The political 

becomes political by communicating in binary codes +/- dividing the communication 

within the distinct codes. The guiding distinction of the political code are govern+/opposition, 

where the system can refer to either distinction. Referring to motivation value the communication 

examines how the power should be used, whereas referring to the reflection value the 

communication examines how the power should be concurred. The power code consists of the 

guiding distinction power superior+/ power inferior-. The motivation value the communication will 

refer the handling and achievement of power, whereas the reflection value refer to what the power 

superior wants the inferior to do (Åkerstrøm Andersen & Pors, 2014, 2017).  

Culture 

Cultural differences are significant between the US and China. Due to the dispute between two 

countries with very distinct cultures a cultural analysis is relevant. There are multiple definitions of 

culture, but this paper will define culture as shared beliefs, values and behaviors which occur when 

groups are formed. An assumption about how people will act and perceive due to a specific culture 

will create specific patterns. Therefore, it will be generalization and stereotyping of the culture 

along with individuals. The limitation to generalizations is, that individual and in-cultural 

differences diminish as well as stereotyping predicts behaviors due to creating patterns based on 

large amount of people, history and culture (Brett, 2014).  

Hofstede’s dimension theory is widely used in cross-cultural studies and comparison. The core idea 

is to compare the shared values and beliefs cross-culturally by analyzing the binary dimension of 

chosen cultures. Hofstede is used in this project to provide a cultural perspective of the framing. 

The cultural analysis belongs to macro factors, but provides perspective to factor ‘Levels and 

Conflict and Relationship’ which belongs to the micro factors. Due to the limitation of the project, 

only two most important dimension will be analyzed.  
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Individualism vs. Collectivism 

China scores extremely low on the dimension of 

individualism, which means they tend to be a 

collectivist culture. In general, many East Asian 

countries tend has collectivist values and are 

more concerned about the common good, than 

they are concerned about the right of the 

individual to deviate from the norm. They will 

thereby value the collective interests over the interests of the individual. Related to collectivism, in 

East Asia the wish for harmony exists. The wish for harmony comes both from the desire for keep a 

stable hierarchy and not to disrupt and encumber the group with personal preferences. There are 

three characteristics: norms for harmony, norms for indirect confrontation and the ubiquitous 

hierarchy (Brett, 2014; Tayeb, 2013).   

In contrast, the US has a high score on the dimension of individualism which means 

the cultural interests are centered around the benefit for the individual over the benefit for the 

common good. The social status is less important to Western culture, since the self-worth is 

dependent and determined by the individual. In general terms, because of the independence of 

social status, the West and the US are determined as egalitarian. Therefore, it is more common and 

possible to communicate in direct way since less attention are paid to whether the social status are 

challenged (Brett, 2014; Insights, 2019; Tayeb, 2013). 

 

Long-term vs. Short-term orientation 

The long-terms vs. short-term orientation describes whether a culture makes decision which are 

effective in the long or short run. Short term oriented cultures has a normative approach to adapting 

new solution to present and future challenges, whereas long term oriented culture has an pragmatic 

approach in dealing with newly introduced phenomena which would obstacle with the norms and 

traditions of the culture (Insights, 2019; Tayeb, 2013).    

The US are short-term oriented and therefore has normative approach to new solution on 

challenges. Therefore, the changes made are often done in alignment with a recipe of previous 

changes determine to fit into the norms and values of society. Therefore, the short-term orientation 

can lead to short-term effect as well. China is long-term oriented and therefore has tendency to 
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create pragmatic solutions on obstacles. Therefore, effectiveness are values higher than norms and 

values of the society (Insights, 2019; Tayeb, 2013).   

 

The Relative Bargaining Power  

The bargaining power is present between the immediate stakeholders. Fundamental for any 

negotiation is the BATNA. The power lies within the BATNA - Best Alternative To a Negotiated 

Agreement. Having the better alternative lead to higher resistance point and thereby the possibility 

to raise a higher claim. Therefore the party with the BATNA is more likely to negotiate better deals. 

For the other party knowing the BATNA, the counterpart will be more willing to accept the higher 

claim and negotiate a better deal. But, in disputes the interdependency reverse the BATNA from 

maximizing gains to minimizing costs, and BATNA becomes WATNA – Worst Alternative to a 

Negotiated Agreement, since the parties cannot separate from each other without consequences 

(Brett, 2014). Lewicki et al and Brett both defines power as the ability to achieve one’s desired 

outcome. There will be used three forms of bargaining power all related to the BATNA: the 

independence, relative economic power and informational power.   

Bringing in the theory of economic diplomacy the relative economic power is the 

first measure of the relative bargaining power. Relative economic power is resource power derived 

from the parties’ position in an organization based on structural hierarchical power. The project 

assumes resource power being present in non-hierarchical networks according to Baynes and 

Woolcock. Having the larger and better economy in a negotiation is favorable for either party, when 

having the leverage within financial resources including the size and opportunities of their domestic 

market. The more opportunities eventual parties have to increase growth, the weaker WATNA 

would be for the domestic party. The relative economic power will lead to an advantage when a 

trade dispute can be defined as economic diplomacy (Baynes & Woolcock, 2017; Lewicki et al., 

2016).  

Independence is the second measure of the relative bargaining power and directly 

related to BATNA. Since the BATNA is an alternative it can decline or even avoid a negotiation if 

it is not in sufficient in your favor. Therefore, having a good BATNA is the same as having 

independence or the opportunity to stay independent. Therefore, in bilateral or multilateral 

negotiation being the more independent party is more advantageous since the party will have the 

relative bargaining power. Using BATNA within a dispute, the more independent party has the 

fewer cost in absence of a resolution. Being the more independent party is having leverage within 
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bargaining power (Brett, 2014). Additionally, Emerson suggest that power is a function of the 

dependence of one party relational to another. The relation of dependence is a reciprocated relation 

where a mutual dependence lies. Within the relations, power lies implicit in the other party’s 

dependence of the reciprocated relation. Dencker further defines relative bargaining power as: “A 

key notion in relative bargaining power theory is that outcomes from an exchange relationship are 

a function of the dependence of one of the parties to this relationship on the other party to obtain 

needed resources”(Dencker 2009;455). In short, the power of one party over another is equal to the 

dependence of the other party to the first party. Therefore, being the more independent party are the 

same as having the stronger BATNA and thereby the relative bargaining power (Emerson, 2019).  

Both Dencker and Emerson’s theories are determined by a reciprocated relation. In both the 

reciprocity of the relations include both tangible and intangible resources, which means the term is 

used with a broad definition, and are applicable within constructivist integrative approach to 

negotiation.   

Power has another dimension which is defined by what the power is determined by. 

Informational sources of power rely on facts from data which support the argument of the position, 

arguments or desired outcome of the party and are today the most important source of power. 

Moreover, either party can use informational sources of power to challenges or undermine the other 

party’s position or arguments. Importantly, the power lies within how the party organize and frame 

the data and facts, whereas facts only has value when being added value (Lewicki et al., 2016). The 

power lies within the communicational part of the negotiation by purely analyzing how the 

informational sources are delivered more than evaluating the validity of the data.   

 

Desired outcome  

The parties’ position is shaped of the desired outcome which again is directly shaped by the interest 

of the parties. As Katz and Pattarini argues, the positions are predetermined solutions of the party 

and are description of wants and demands expressed to counterparty (Katz & Pattarini, 2008). The 

position is what the parties want regarding the issue, and the interest is the reason for the party 

taking a specific position. Due to multiple negotiation approaches, the theoretical point of origin has 

further influence on the parties’ interest and position. Distinction between expressed interests and 

underlying interests are further made. (Brett, 2014).  
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Theoretical point of origin 

The fight between the realist and constructivist approach is a concern of Baynes and Woolcock due 

to economic disputes. The parties’ approach to outcome are determined by the parties’ theoretical 

point of origin and will further form their interests. The realists approach to outcome are focusing 

on relative material gain and thereby the distribution of benefits, whereas the constructivist 

approach focusing on the absolute gain and thereby the social value to the outcome (Baynes & 

Woolcock, 2017; Hurd, 2008). A short introduction to both will be provided below.   

The absolute gain is the liberal approach to negotiation, which are concerned about the 

absolute gain. Woodcock states:  

“Comparative advantage, one of the core liberal principles of international trade, implies that all 

countries benefit from free trade regardless of how competitive they are or what and how much they 

export. Unilateral measures such as unilateral trade liberalization would be a case in which 

relative gains play no explicit role.”(Baynes and Woolcock 2017;41). The liberal approach focuses 

on absolute gain by expressing the indifference of the balance. This further leads to value creation 

of gains and thereby the integrative approach to negotiation. Using the integrative approach to 

negotiation all parties engage in joint problem solving, and value creation expand the resources 

available in the negotiation, not only focusing on tangible resource but add value to intangible 

capacities (Baynes & Woolcock, 2017; Seng & Elizabeth, 2004).        

The relative gain is reciprocal perspective which focus on how benefits are distributed 

between the parties. Reciprocity focus on the relative gain are concerned about tangible benefits 

more the value creation and thereby increasing the resource available. The term reciprocity can be 

used in absolute gain as well, but are dependent on how broad or narrow the term are used (Baynes 

& Woolcock, 2017). 

WTO define their trade strategy as a merge between absolute gain and relative gain. 

Communication about trade is continuing referred to encouragement to focus on the ‘broad balance 

of benefits’ (Baynes and Woolcock 2017;41) within multilateral negotiations, which implies a 

balance of gains are desirable for the global economy. The approach has a realistic element when 

expressing fairness within the distribution of benefits, and are thereby approaching the importance 

of relative gains as well.    
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Interest-based Negotiation 

The interest-based negotiation approach is shaped by constructivism concerning the social 

construction of interests not being predetermined necessities of the state. It will assume that the 

desired outcome is determined by underlying interests of the parties. The project will differentiate 

between the parties’ verbally expressed interests and the parties underlying interests. The verbally 

expressed interests are the specific outcomes the parties are verbally expressing to the public, 

whereas the underlying interests are discovering what the parties want to achieve. Moreover, an 

important distinction between the parties’ position and the expressed interests are necessary to 

mention. The position are wants and demands expressed whereas expressed interests are the 

interests behind the wants and demands used as the foundation for the position (Brett, 2014; 

Lewicki et al., 2016).  

Interest-based negotiation (IBN) are a kind of argument-based negotiation. The 

purpose of the argumentation-based negotiations approach is to intercept explicit meta-information 

which can “… reveal any unknown, non-shared, incomplete, imprecise information about their 

underlying mental attitudes.”(Pasquier et al. 2011;254). Hereby, the interest-based negotiations and 

the underlying interest are the center of the dispute solving, and the parties can guide the 

negotiation by exchanging information about their underlying goals. When focusing more on 

satisfying the interest of each party, more than reaching a certain outcome, it is easier to satisfy both 

(or multiple) parties in negotiation situations and producing a win-win outcome. Pasqier et al 

compared IBN to position-based approaches, such as bargaining like game theory which assume 

that all information will be exchanged when negotiating. In IBN all information are not considered 

reachable or accessible, but attempt to discover this information and make the underlying goals 

explicit in order to create alternate ways to obtain these underlying goals. 

Using the IBN does not only discover what the motivation for the position of the 

parties. (Katz & Pattarini, 2008). Further the approach can create solution to positions-based 

negotiations which faced obstacles and absence of a reached deal, and deals can be reached with 

interest-based approach where no deal were reached with position-based approach (Katz & 

Pattarini, 2008; Pasquier et al., 2011).    
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Analysis    

Macro Factor Analysis  

This section will analyze how macro factors has caused the dispute between the US and China. First 

of all, the political and legal pluralism are analyzed due to structural and legal differences. 

Secondly, international economy and the influence of the WTO are analyzed. Third, an analysis of 

WTO and other stakeholders are provided. Fourth, in connection, the ideology is briefly determined 

due to international economy and lastly, the bureaucratic decisions are analyzed.     

 

Political & Legal Pluralism 

This section will analyze the political and legal pluralism within the countries and shortly analyze 

the level stability of the countries.  

Political Pluralism 

This section will analyze two aspects of political pluralism. The first one is due to the difference 

within electoral systems, whereas the second one is due to the difference within the regulator 

models. Political pluralism is related to the first of Trump’s major issue: The unequal market 

access.  

 

Electoral System 

Broadly speaking, the US has democratic elections where the populations chose the politicians – 

and the president. The US has a two-party system, where the voters votes indirectly on the president 

through presidential electors of each state. The indirect election has raised critics about the full level 

of democracy in the US and are always under debate. But the senators and congressmen elected are 
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free to vote due to their own beliefs and are not limited by the ideology of their party. The right for 

population to votes on either party and the possibility for politicians to votes against party politics, 

the US are assumed to have democracy (Pollitt & Bouckaert, 2000). 

In contrast, China does not have democracy, but has a hierarchical electoral system. A 

core group from the Chinese Communist Party elects the People’s Congress at the lowest level in 

townships, cities and district. The lower levels of People’s Congress further elects the deputies for 

higher levels of the People’s Congress such as the National People’s Congress, which further elects 

the central committee easily compared to the parliament. The Central Committee elects the 

Politburo and the Politburo Standing Committee each are easily compared to the Government and 

ministers. Every level of the Party Committees elects the deputies for the level above, but the 

Central Committee elects the Politburo and Standing Committee and thereby the president of China. 

The criteria for election and re-election is the government’s effectiveness, achievements and the 

benefit of the people (US-CHINA Business Council, 2017; Yip, 2012).   

The significant difference between the electoral systems is that China has one party 

system, where it is only possible for the party members to vote on representative from one single 

party. People therefore do not have the possibility to directly vote against the current political line 

or ideology behind it, and the politicians are elected by selected members within the party. 

Contrary, the US has a two-party system where political convictions stand in oppositions with each 

other. Therefore, the US are more likely to change political course because of changes of political 

leader and small ideological differences.      

The difference in the electoral systems differs the importance of stakeholder. Trump 

needs to be re-elected, and therefore, many decisions or the lack of the same, can possible be made 

on background to obtain political backing from his voters. Contrary in China, due to the lack of 

concerns about re-election of Xi, there is less concerns about the political backing from the voters, 

since the voters are the whole population and his positions are not in danger. A more in-depth 

analysis of external stakeholder will be provided later.  

     

The Regulator Model 

The second perspective of political pluralism is the difference in regulator models. The difference in 

regulating business are the reason for Trump’s dissatisfaction of unequal competition. As 

mentioned, the US are mainly characterized by the independent regulator model, which promotes 

the market regulated by free market forces. The US corporate world are therefore characterized by 
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little government intervention of regulation. In the US foreign companies’ access to the US market 

are easier, because of the promotion of liberal thoughts such as free markets. Therefore, the US are 

not favoring in terms of domestic or foreign companies.    

In contrast, China is continuously regulating in favor of their own companies by 

making obstacles for market entry for foreign countries. Not allowing foreign companies into the 

market is opposite terms foreign companies has in the US. China, in contrast, has characteristics 

from the beforementioned model and developmental model. China do favor their own companies 

and make market entry barriers for the US companies. Further, China is known for making less 

favorable conditions for foreign companies which do enter the Chinese market. Mostly lack the 

effort in gaining political support is the reason for foreign companies experiencing less favorable 

conditions than domestic companies. Uber leaving the Chinese market are a good example, in the 

lack of networking with government officials and adapting to Chinese system (Kirby, Eby, Frost, & 

Frost, 2019). Therefore, good connections and relations to government are important for foreign 

companies, as influencing the government can regulate in favor of the company. Foreign companies 

must do an extra effort to maintain their share of the market and not be discriminated against. When 

Chinese companies entering the US market, government relations play less of a role. The difference 

between the model does, that US companies has economic disadvantage in being denied access to 

Chinese market, when Chinese companies can take economic advantage of the US market.  

The combination of Chinese of regulator models and the corporate property rights 

make it even more complicated. Corporations in China are divided into two broad categories: state-

owned enterprises (SOE) and privately-owned firms. SOE are exclusively state-owned as the name 

suggest. The Chinese privately-owned firms are not significantly distinct from SOE. The private 

firms are leaseholds, where the state is the sole freehold owner of Chinese production assets. The 

majority of the leasehold owners are private, where the minority is often owned of the state as well. 

Even though China has market economy characteristics all production still belongs to the state. 

(Rosefielde, 2013). The Chinese government therefore has a significant interest in the economy and 

survival of Chinese companies, which is why massive collaboration between companies and 

government (Clark, 2018; Zhao, 2017). The difference within regulator models and the direct link 

between corporate and government interests are reasons for Trump’s dissatisfaction of unequal 

competition and market discriminations against US companies. Due to another system structure, 

China has no interest of creating market access for foreign companies to the Chinese market. 
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In short, the differences within the political system creates difference of the 

stakeholders of Trump and Xi, they need to take into concern. Moreover, the difference within the 

regulator models shapes the interests of the countries. The independent regulator model of the US 

creates little regulation within the corporate world, whereas China regulates in favor of their 

domestic companies. Moreover, since the state has economic interest in all Chinese companies, they 

have an additional interest in regulation in favor of the domestic firms, which is further possible due 

to the characteristics of developmental model. The difference in regulator model and the alignment 

between corporate and state interests causes the first of Trumps major issue of unequal market 

access.     

 

Legal Pluralism 

Legal pluralism is in this case connected to political system. This section will analyze legal 

pluralism due to separation of powers and perspectives on law enforcement.  

The US legal system has some separation of power which broadly separate the 

legislative, executive and juridical powers from each other. That means the politicians have less 

influence of the interpretation of laws nor the juridical judgement of cases. Though, the executive 

power in the US has the power of inserting supreme court judges, making the separation of powers 

incomplete. In China, there is less separation of power. Continuing with the political structure of 

China, the National Party Congress’ has influence of legislations. Its’ primary function is to create 

law, which are shared with the Standing Committee. Even though the National Party Congress are 

the legislative organ, almost all legal initiative is provided by the Standing Committee. Therefore, 

the Standing Committee are the one which almost exclusively has the right to modify legislation 

and interpret legislations as well, and acts both as the legislative and executive branch together with 

interpreting the laws unambiguous to the juridical judges (Chen, 2016). Therefore, the Chinese 

political and legal system are closely connected in a different way than most many Western 

countries. The difference separation of power makes, influences the situation, since the Chinese 

government has the possibility to easily create and interpret the law to their benefit. In combination 

with the previous conclusion of the interconnection of Chinese private and government interests, 

China has more legal and structural tools to make fast political interventions.    

The government had the power to create the law of joint ventures. Since the state 

owns all production in China, the government has interest in helping companies to achieve leverage. 

The second of Trump major issues with IP thefts are connected to the fact foreign companies are 
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obliged to partner in joint venture and thereby cooperating with Chinese businessmen when 

entering the Chinese market. First of all, IP thefts are claimed to happen regularly for foreign 

countries entering China and the joint ventures. Therefore, the technical patented stolen knowledge 

are at risk of being passed on to the government and thereby to other corporations, which could 

benefit from using the technology, they otherwise would have no access to (Clark, 2018; Zhao, 

2017). Thereby the Chinese companies can achieve equal or further leverage of the foreign 

companies. 

Hereby the difference in separation of power come into play. Since the Chinese government both 

has corporate interests and legislation powers as well, they have interest in benefitting the Chinese 

corporations and legislating by interpret in their favor, which can be a reason for the lack regulation 

due to IP. Due to economic interest of the government they have a lack of interest in changing or 

punish action which of IP thefts, which would punish the Chinese corporations and their 

disadvantage.   

Another perspective is the lack of law enforcement. The different approaches to law 

enforcement are shaped by cultural and structural factors. The US are influenced by the ‘the rule of 

law’, and the specific approach influences most western countries today. The US do take law and 

violation of law seriously and therefore expect maintenance of law and punishment when 

experiencing the opposite. The different approach to the law causes conflicts between the parties 

within IP thefts and other offence concerning commercial laws. As mentioned, the Chinese 

government would easily be able to increase by the increased influence of the branches, but chose 

not to. That is compatible with the Chinese legal system with focus on harmony over obeying ‘the 

rule of law’. In China, it is preferable to dissolve a dispute more than resolve it and the lack of law 

enforcement confirms the statement. By assuring the US to bring improvements, China maintains 

the harmony within the society. By leveraging the Chinese companies by adding technological 

knowledge from foreign companies, it would further be amoral and might cause disturbance in the 

society.   

As stated, the Chinese prefer to solve disputes outside legal system, but one exception is present due 

to the conflict. The Chinese unsatisfaction with the acts of the US, made China to file complaints 

two the WTO of the US undermining Chinese trade interests. China has therefore used the 

international legal system as an attempt to solve the dispute with the US, which contradict the 

current statement lack of law enforcement (Wong & Kody, 2019).  
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Concluding the influence of legal pluralism is linked to the second of Trump’s major 

issues: IP thefts. The current law of joint ventures interferes with the economic interest of 

government together with their exclusive power to legislate and regulate. The law is effectively 

enforced to foreign companies being unable to access the market without cooperation. On the other 

hand, the lack of law enforcement due to the IP thefts of the foreign companies cause frustration 

with China, when having the possibility to legislate according to their direct interests due to lack of 

separation of powers and connection between corporate and private interests. A cultural aspect of 

are also present, but China has filed complained of the US introduction of tariff to WTO contrary to 

cultural norm.            

 

International Economics and the WTO 

This section will analyze how international economics caused the dispute between China and the 

US. The section will focus the interdependency between the parties, terms of the economic reasons 

for market restriction. Further it will analyze how the US are unsatisfied with the Chinese WTO 

terms by using critical perspective to purpose of WTO. 

 

One Global Economy 

The economic interdependency between national assumption creates one global economy, where 

national economies has less influence now than before. Both the US and China are interdependent 

in production and supply chain, since US companies import industrial parts and raw material for 

further manufacturing, and import many consumer products which the US are unable to supply 

themselves quantity wise. Moreover, China especially import transportation and further industrial 

parts from the US (OEC, 2019). The parties import similar products from each other they are not 

able to produced domestically. Thereby, the economy can be seen as one global production and 

supply chain since the countries are importing products, they need but cannot or do not produced 

themselves.  

The US dissatisfaction with the trade balance and the urge to make China responsible 

and encourage them to act and help to minimize it, further suggest a global economy where national 

states are dependent and responsible for other states economic well-being. The dissatisfaction with 

the trade balance and other conditions of the US correlates with the interests of national states being 

primarily economic. Since the whole trade war was started on ground of economic interests 

confirms the theory of diplomacy being primarily economic interests. Not only is the diplomatic 
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interest of an economic nature, but the international economic interest shapes domestic politics, as 

seen since Trump was elected partly by suggesting a harder economic foreign policy.  

Currency Manipulators and Restriction of Market Entry 

Even though foreign exchange and currency fluctuation was the most important 20-30 years ago 

when analyzing factor of international economics, today it still causes debate. One of Trump’s main 

promises was to label China as currency manipulator. Using the Trilemma, China fails to have free 

capital flow, and thereby have fixed exchange rate and sovereign monetary policy. Thereby, they 

are able to have a stable exchange rate that are less affected by sudden changes due to international 

economics are less affected by the market. Moreover, the restricted market entry is connected to 

trilemma as well. Having independent monetary policy China is able to control the domestic interest 

rate which are not affected by world interest rate. Therefore, China has capital control and are 

controlling the capital influencing the capital account such as foreign investment, and free foreign 

and domestic cashflows are not possible. The most important due to the Trilemma choices in China, 

broadly speaking, controlling both the exchange rate and the domestic interest rate causes the US of 

accusing China of manipulating the rates by being able to depreciate their exchange rate due to 

other currencies (Geraci, 2019). In contrast, the US has the lack of fixed exchange rate and only 

control the domestic interest rate and having free flow of capital. The difference affects the 

perception of fairness between countries economy, since the US do not have the same ability to 

control the exchange rate, but instead being open to international flow of cash. 
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Trump addresses the problem of the lack of US companies entering the Chinese 

market – the first of Trumps three current issues. The US has free flow of cash and it is easy to enter 

the US market and invest. The trilemma choice of China demands, that China needs to have capital 

control when controlling the interest rate and the exchange rate. The cost is the ban of free 

international cash flows, and thereby China needs to control when foreign companies enters the 

Chinese market. The lack of free flows of cash makes it hard to foreign companies to enter the 

market.  

 

World Trade Organization 

The global economy is further manifested in organization, which promote win-win outcome for all 

states. But Trump and the US has turned its’ back WTO. Therefore, critics claim the objective of 

WTO was to undertake the economic interest of the US. Worth mentioning, the WTO’s vision is 

give benefits to less developed countries by giving them transition period to adjust to market 

economy (WTO, 2019). The section will analyze how the transition period creates unsatisfaction of 

the US by using the critic of Hopewell of the WTO’s three main purposes: multilateralism, free 

trade and equality of sovereignty.   

 

Multilateralism  

The first main purpose is multilateralism, which further correlates with the Trilemma choices. WTO 

consists of multiple states organizing themselves and was accused of being the US accessing 

resources and make investments in order to maintain supremacy. First, agreed on specific rules 

which benefitted the US and the West owns agenda, sets the rule for all the states who wishes to 

join the WTO. Therefore, by setting the rules themselves and creates benefits for countries to join 

the organizations made the US influence significant.  

The reason events of the campaign promise of Trump to de-member China from the WTO 

correlates Hopewell’s argument, since Trump wanted to de-member China because he believes they 

do not follow the rules. Considering the critic, US wanted multilateralism to be able to exploit 

resources and invest in foreign countries, but the Trilemma choice of capital control limits the 

foreign investment and market entry. When not having the same rules for all nations, such as special 

rules foreign investment, hinder the access to resource for the American industry. The US creating 

the WTO to gain easy access to resources might be valid might be valid, since they are unsatisfied 
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with special terms of China. If countries have special terms, the idea of multilateralism and agreeing 

on the same rules are failing, and lack of equal multilateralism therefore influences the dispute.  

 

Free Trade 

The next main purpose influences the dispute is the free trade and thereby the rules within the 

WTO. One of the most important rules of the WTO are minimization of tariffs and quotas (WTO, 

2019). Hopewell argues without having free flows of goods and services it could undermine the 

supremacy of the US.  

China entering the WTO gave the US an easier access to import and lower tariffs. But 

China still does have tariff barriers even though they have the second largest GDP in the world. The 

tariff is against the immediate rules of WTO but are the accepted by the organization when China 

jointed the WTO. The US wants to equalize the tariff completely to gain same terms for each party. 

Assuming that the US had leverage in most industries before the growth of China, they have a first-

entry advantage in production. By having free flows of goods and service, gives the US industry an 

advantage of established industries which can develop furtherly, whereas newly started Chinese 

industries producing similar products would be a step behind. But the quantitative and qualitative 

development of China and expansion of manufactured goods has made China a competitor more 

than a supplier. By putting tariff on American goods, benefits the Chinese industry. Therefore, the 

US unsatisfaction with the unequal terms of tariff can be related to the fast development of the 

Chinese industry when having beneficial terms.  

 

Equality of Sovereign States 

The last purpose is the equality of sovereign states. The equality of sovereign states should secure 

aligned treatment of all states by neither certain states nor domestic goods are favored when all 

commits to the same international laws.  

As stated, China has a transition period, which mean they are allowed favor domestic products by 

imposing tariff on foreign goods, which causes dissatisfaction of the US. The rule of no 

discrimination does not comply with actual acts of the stronger states, and the US is no exception 

which tend act selectively due to international laws. Therefore, the equality of sovereign states 

causes the dispute in two ways. The US are unsatisfied with the allowed discrimination by China 

and thereby excepting themselves for following the international rules. 
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First, imposing the steel and aluminum tariff are an obvious break of the rules of 

WTO, where no tariff and quotas are allowed to promote domestic industries. Secondly, the US are 

specifically imposing tariff on China and thereby discriminate the country specifically, which 

further eliminate the equality of the states. Thereby, the US do not respect the international rules of 

giving the developing countries benefits, and breaks the rules themselves. Equally importantly, the 

act of the US has had no consequence to the US. Thereby it confirms stronger states breaks the rules 

they have created themselves at pleasure, contributing to escalation of the dispute.  

Section Conclusion  

Concluding the world economy is interdependent means a joint responsibility, and the reason for 

the US to obligate China to help decreasing the trade deficit. Additionally, the encouragement 

confirms main diplomatic issues concerns economy. Trump’s dissatisfaction is additionally 

grounded in the difference in Trilemma choice. China has the need of capital control, which prevent 

the possibility of free flow of capital. Thereby, foreign investment is impossible.  

Concluding on the US purposes of the WTO to maintain hegemony, the cause of the 

dispute can be explained by failed intended outcome of multilateralism, free trade and equality of 

sovereign states. The transition period of China has gained the US the disadvantage in the lack of 

access to resource and investment, and the lack of free flows of goods and service damage the US 

industry and exports, which advantaged China due to the creation of functional industry.   

The third purpose of equality, the US broke the rules due to the unsatisfaction with the WTO terms 

of China. By breaking the rules they have created to benefit the common good, discredit the US by 

explicitly undermining the interests of the common good and promoting their own interests.                     

 

The WTO and other External Stakeholders  

The section will analyze the WTO as stakeholders and additional external stakeholders. 

 

WTO 

The WTO are one of the most important external stakeholders in the trade war. The WTO as an 

organization undertake the interests for all member states for the common good by ensuring states 

follow the international trade rules to maintain. It thereby legitimizes the organization since if 

several member states act against the rules, the existence of the WTO are threatened. Therefore, by 

WTO being maintained by following the rules, the national states have clear guidelines and deals 
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with each other. Therefore, WTO and the allied member states has an interest in the conflict to 

prevent the US from breaking the rules of trade barriers.  

Moreover, stronger states such as the countries within the EU has an interest in the 

outcome as well. If the US succeed in introducing random tariffs, the mission of the original GATT 

and WTO comes into question. In terms of viewing the WTO as a project of the Western World the 

interests of the strong economic states confirms it. Contrary, the US currently are not undertaking 

their own interests intervening with the interests of the WTO. Either, the US are acting against their 

own interests or the interests of the US has suddenly changed. 

 

Other External Stakeholders 

Other external stakeholders are determined by the political pluralism. The US important external 

stakeholders are the republican supporters. Trump being a controversial president which politics 

does not comply with the whole party, the main stakeholders are Trump’s supporters and voters. 

The voters have an interest in Trump execute his promises, whereas Trump has an interest in 

satisfying the voters and supporter to maintain his political backing. Therefore, external 

stakeholders can have influence of the interest of the parties which will be further explained due to 

Desired Outcome.    

Other external stakeholders in the US are the industries which produced the products which are 

added tariff on. Theoretically, the tariff can increase the demand for their products and an increased 

(or decrease) the price gap between domestic and foreign products.  

Considering the political system of China, corporate interests are equal to the political 

interest. The corporation of China has an interest in solving the dispute between the parties. Their 

interest is to reduce tariff barriers and thereby avoid a decrease in the current level of export. Since 

there is only one party in China, the political backing from voters are less important. Due to blurred 

lines between interest of government, interests of the population/voters and corporate interests, al 

together the interests are state interests and thereby interest of China equal to immediate stakeholder 

interests. The interest of external stakeholders thereby does not influence in the state interest of 

China furtherly, as the external stakeholder of the US 

 

Ideology 

This section will shortly analyze the ideologies of the parties. The project will assume the classic 

ideologies of the countries. The US can be assumed to be influence by classic liberalism which 
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promote individual freedom. The liberal ideology promotes minor influence of regulations due to 

business and protection of individual rights. But the US has also been influenced large by 

conservative values especially within the softer political subjects. Considering the economic politics 

has been influence by liberalism, this project will assume the US to be liberal. The liberal approach 

to economy introduction of tariff against liberal ideology which promotes lack of barriers. 

Nevertheless, the US are currently breaking the rules of the WTO even though the organization are 

built on liberal values ad under influence of the US hegemony.   

Contrary, China are historically influence by communism and has collective mindset 

more than individualistic and therefore more likely to act on behave of the common good and 

neglects preservation of individual rights. Further, communism has an equal distribution of benefits 

and are characterized by planned economy. Nevertheless, China are the party which comply with 

and uphold the rules of the liberal institution WTO and even filed a complained about the US due to 

the lack of the same. As stated, China still have traits of planned economy choosing to control the 

interest rate and the exchange rate, but has a competitive market where the SOE are measured due 

to market conditions (Rosefielde, 2013). 

Unexpected, the actions of the parties cannot be connected to traditional ideologies of 

the countries. In contrast, the actions of the parties tend to coherent with the ideology of the 

opposite party. The interest of the parties due to the political and ideological aspect will be further 

analyzed in micro factors.  

 

Bureaucratic Decisions      

The section will analyze the use of actors decided by each government and how it influences the 

dispute.   

Concerning the bureaucratic decisions focus on unitary actors or multiple actors are relevant. The 

bureaucratic layer of the countries has been recognized and use in the dispute. Negotiations have 

taken place between the Chinese Vice President and the Treasury Secretary in the beginning of the 

spring, whereas negotiations continued with the Chinese trade delegations and Chinese vice-

ministerial levels. Even Trump refused to meet with Xi before negotiators had reached a deal 

undermining the view of unitary actors (Wong & Kody, 2019).  

In addition, the first of Baynes’ four factors of increasing the lost influence of national 

states are present. The first factor is the involvement of ministers directly related to the use of 

negotiators. Both the US and Chinese presidents are involved in the negotiation, but the 
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involvement of ministers is primarily used by China. The lead negotiator of China is undertaking by 

the Vice Premier Liu He and the Chinese Minister of Commerce Wang Shouwen, whereas the US 

use government officials such as Treasury under Secretary under different officials (Wong & Kody, 

2019). Therefore, China comply with argument of using involving ministers to improve 

negotiations between national states, where Trump still uses state officials to solve the dispute.   

The next factor is the use of non-state actors in negotiation between national states. 

States rely on the information from NGO to broaden perspectives in the dispute solving. In dispute 

resolution between China and the US, non-state actors are difficult to determine. In China, most 

actors have state interests – roughly speaking. The most think-tanks are against the policy 

introduced by Trump, since it is against liberal thoughts and previous US foreign policy, which was 

aligned the vision of WTO (European Parliament, 2018). Therefore, China has the support of 

American and European think-tanks. Xi accuses Trump of ‘cold-war thinking’ and thereby 

underlines the exceeded expiration date of Trump’s negotiation approach. The use of think-tanks is 

therefore not used directly, because of the cross-siding of support of American think-tanks 

supporting China and the WTO and the lack of support of Trump.   

The third factor is transparency. Within the dispute, transparency is found in the US 

media. First of all, Trump used the press to inform the reason behind the introduction of tariff and 

further provided important facts. Further, during the dispute solving process the two parties often 

used the media to provide information of facts and the dissatisfaction with each other. The ‘desired 

outcome’ and ‘levels of conflict’ are exposed in the media in order to increase the support of 

themselves or calming the external stakeholders such as other national states by continuously 

providing information about the process. 

The fourth factor is the use international institutions, which is linked to the great use 

of WTO. After the introduction of tariff, China has filed several complain about the US breaking 

the rules and damaging Chinese trade interests (Wong & Kody, 2019). Since Trump did not comply 

with the international rules of WTO, the use of international institutions is primarily used by China.      

     

Section Conclusion  

Considering the different levels of actors of both top-government, ministries and professional 

negotiators, the dispute can be considered being economic diplomacy, when negotiating and 

including several levels of the bureaucratic state. Moreover, the Chinese use of ministers shows, 

that Chinese attempt to improve the decision-making in dispute. Contrary, the use of non-state 
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actors is complex. The liberal values of the US do, that American think-tanks does not support the 

action of Trump, whereas Chinese use of American think-tanks would be unthinkable when 

confusion each party standing point. The Chinese usage of the four factors show a willingness to 

solving the dispute, whereas the lack usage of the US confirms a less updated approach to solving 

disputes.       

 

 

Micro Factor Analysis 

The second part of the analysis will analyze the micro factors which influence the instantaneous 

situation. The analysis is divided into four section. First, a short analysis of the immediate 

stakeholders is provided. Secondly, the project will analyze how the dispute is frame by Trump, and 

further analyze how the parties frame each other. In addition, a cultural analysis of the conflict and 

framing will provide a deeper understanding of the parties’ actions and communication. Third, the 

relative bargaining power are analyzed and lastly, an analysis of the desired outcome will follow.     

 

Immediate stakeholder  

The section will shortly analyze the immediate stakeholders of the dispute. 

The immediate stakeholders are the states of China and the US. More specifically, the immediate 

stakeholders are the countries head of states which is Trump and Xi Jinping. The two head of state 

are non-negotiating immediate stakeholders, where other representatives of the state are the 

negotiating parts as argued in Bureaucratic Decisions.  

The two presidents have a large influence on the dispute. Trump has set very specific 

and certain demands for the outcome of the process which he explicitly expressed during the press 

conference on the 19th of march further analyzed. Moreover, Xi express what China’s attitude are 

towards the act of the US by saying: “China does not seek a trade surplus. We have a genuine 

desire to increase imports and achieve a greater balance of international payments.” Thereby, 

Trump and Xi reveals actions and intension of China, but does not negotiate himself. Expressing the 

wished outcome and intensions influences the negotiators which undertake the actual negotiation. 

Thereby the performing immediate stakeholders are influenced by non-negotiating immediate 

stakeholders which already set certain assumptions and prejudiced wishes for either party.  
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Levels of Conflict and Relationship between Negotiators   

The levels of conflict are dependent on the framing of the conflict, which further indicates the 

relationship between the parties.  

The US initiated the conflict by expressing unsatisfaction with China. Therefore, the conflict is first 

of all framed and initiated by the US, and form analysis is used to determine how the US frame the 

conflict. The response from China are primarily focused on framing the US. Therefore, system 

analysis will be used to determine how both parties frame each other and themselves. 

 

The Issue  

This section will provide analysis of Trump’s speech by using form analysis to examine what 

distinctions is present in Trump’s communication. The distinction is: marked/unmarked, and the 

observation point is the US President Trump. Assumptions will be made due to lack of clarification.   

 

To determine what the problem actually is, the beginning of the speech is essential:  

 

“You have hard many talks (…) where I talk about unfair trade practices. We have lost, over a very 

short period of time 60,000 factories in our country. Closed, shuttered, gone. 6 million jobs at least 

gone. And know they started to come back. You see what’s happening with Chrysler, with Foxconn. 

They wanting to come back into the US.”  

 

Trump states unhappiness with ‘unfair trade practices’. The problem is, that domestic factories has 

been offshored. Here, an important assumption is needed, since Trump’s argument relies on a 

known fact: Assuming the reason of offshoring is fewer production costs in China. Secondly, 

considering another reason for offshoring to China is to avoid Chinese tariffs on their products. 

Both arguments would be valid in introducing tariff on imports as a 1:1 act. To de-encourage 

production to offshore to avoid tariffs, the products will meet the tariff when being re-imported.   

 

Therefore, Trump argues the reason for introducing tariff  is to maintain the American 

industries (even though Foxconn is Taiwanese firm, that has opened a manufacturing plant in the 

US (Shepardson, 2017)). Using the distinction derived from the marked/unmarked the distinction 
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made by Trump is: US industry suffers/ 

US industry do not suffer. As an argument 

for introducing tariffs the marked side is 

the US industry suffers from and distinct 

itself from the unmarked side where the 

US industry do not suffer. But Trump 

makes a re-entry, by stating American 

corporations are begins to move their 

factories to the US before introducing the tariff. That means, the problem is dissolved without 

government intervention. Therefor an additional distinction is created when the unmarked side 

enters the other. The problem is the US has industry suffered, but the US suffers less now without 

any action are made. 

 

  

The reason for the industrial suffering has further led to the problem of trade deficit. Trump explain 

it as: 

 

“But we have a trade deficit…Many different ways you’re looking at it, but anyway you look at it, it 

is the largest deficit in any country the history of our world. It’s out of control.”  

 

The quote links the suffering industry with the trade deficit. 

The deficit is further described as ‘out of control’ and as ‘the 

largest trade deficit in the history’, and the distinction are 

catastrophe/prosperity because of string connotations. 

Therefore, the distinction invite actions to be made, in the 

need for acting during catastrophic situations. The unmarked side are determined by the proposal of 

action, which will lead to a brighter future of the US.   

The frame used is the loss-gain frame to frame the situation, where the gain are 

framed more or less risk averse (Lewicki et al., 2016). By framing the situation as catastrophe 

encourage riskier choice such as introducing tariff against the international rules. The form analysis 

concludes, Trump frames the trade deficit as the main problem, which are used to rationalize and 

encourage introduction of tariff. The reason for the trade deficit is framed as the US industry 

suffering from offshoring. Together it is framed as catastrophic situation which calls for action, and 
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rationalize the action of tariff introduction. Moreover, by using concrete example of offshoring to 

explain the trade deficit, Trump explains how the tariff can solve the deficit – by more domestic 

production which also would increase the export of the US, since China are unwilling to solve the 

issue by importing more American goods.   

  

System Analysis and Framing 

This section will provide an analysis of how the parties frame each other- also known as the 

characterizations frame and are often negative presentation of the other. System analysis are used to 

examine the characterization frame, with distinction: system/environment. The observation points 

are either China or the US and will appear before each paragraph.  

 

Framing the Other Party 

Trump is accusing one particular state for the problem of escaping factories, and he is very clear of 

who is to blame for off shoring:  

“We have one particular problem. I view them as a friend. I have tremendous respect for President 

Xi. They are helping us a lot in north Korea. That’s China.”  

 

Many passages in the speech has a hostile description of China. In the above quote, China is both 

describes as ‘problem’ and as a ‘friend’. Trump implies, that China is a friend which behave as a 

non-friend and are the reason for the dispute. To further support the argument, another quote from 

Trump further states:  

 

“That’s how China rebuild itself. The tremendous money we have paid since the founding of the 

WTO – which has actually been a disaster to us.”  

 

The quote very clearly describes, that China is self-oriented, on the cost of the US by saying China 

achieve its’ development on the cost of others. The distinction can be stated as not friend/ friend and 

are in this case referring to the relationship between two nations. 
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Despite the current state of relationship between 

China and the US, the relationship has been neutral 

throughout the recent history, Trump still portrait 

them as the problem and as a friend. China is directly 

described as a friend of the US and communicates 

betrayal from China as well. Even though China is a 

non-friend, the US still describe China as a friend. 

The distinction refers to ‘not friend’ on the system side and not reverse. Therefore, China is the 

non-friend still being a friend, and not the friend being the non-friend. The environmental side 

therefore entered the system, and caused a re-entry. The use assumption of one global economy, 

where the states are dependent of each other, China is both supportive and unsupportive US and 

holds China responsible for the well-being of the US.  

 

 

Contrary, Xi describes the US in other terms and in very subtle terms. The quote is an answer to US 

accusations.   

“Mankind has once again reached a crossroad. Cooperation or confrontations. Openness or 

closing one’s door. Win-win progress or a zero-sum game.” (Xi, 2018a) 

 

Analyzing the distinction is easy, since Xi makes distinctions himself. First of all, he clarifies the 

conflict is present by stating three distinctions which distinct the US from others. Focusing on the 

distinction referring to the US it is: confrontation/cooperation, closed door/openness and zero-sum 

game/win-win. These words, confrontation, closed door and zero-sum game has characteristics 

which are perceived as destructive in negotiation and linked to realist/bargaining approach and lack 

of international understanding. Since the US started the trade war (confrontation), to increase tariff 

(closing the door = protectionism and against 

foreign cooperation) and perceiving the gain as a 

constant (zero-sum game) China is therefore 

describing the action of the US as being non-

constructive or destructive to their relationship and 

dispute resolution by marking which of the binaries 

are the correct way of behavior and which are not. 
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Creating one unified distinction, the distinction hostile/oblige. Referring to the US, the hostile 

belongs to the system as obliging to the environment, whereas referring to China, obliging belongs 

to the system and hostile to the environment. The description of the US, the US will therefore 

appear hostile and every other system will appear as obliging, making the US appear irrational.  

 

 

Other distinction worth mentioning is from Xi’s speech after the introducing tariff on Chinese 

import. Words here has heavy connotations than the subtle distinction 6 months later: 

 

“Arrogance or self-righteousness can only bump into walls at every turn.” (Xi, 2018c) 

 

Xi describes the US as arrogant and self-righteous 

and describes the behavior non-constructive and 

non-cooperation. Therefore, another distinction 

made by China to describe the US are bad 

behavior/good behavior. Bad behavior belongs to 

the site of the system (US) and good behavior 

belongs to the environment. By setting the distinction China clearly express their unsatisfaction 

with the behavior of the US and are a way of shaming the US into another behavior. A fast and 

strong shaming function as an expression of immediate reaction. Later in the section an analysis the 

cultural aspect of shaming in Asian cultures. 

 In short, Trump portrays China as unsupportive of the US assuming the 

interdependency of one global economy, but the relationship between the parties are still describes 

as friendly. China in contrast set very clear distinctions and portraits the US as hostile and 

conducting bad behavior. Thereby, China expressing an unaccustomed behavior and possible 

worsening the relation to China and the international community.                         

 
 

 

 

The Upper Hand 

The before mentioned distinction of non-friend/friend refer to China as the problem. There is 

equivalence between China and ‘the problem’ which Trump address at the press conference. 
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Following this description of China, Trump adds other dimensions for being responsible of the 

problem the US are facing. Trump challenges his own distinction by mentioning other countries are 

mention as problems, too: 

 

 “We are starting a negotiation with EU because they have really shut out our country to a large 

extend. And they have barriers, so they can trade with us, but we can’t trade with them… The deals 

we have with South Korea are very one sided – a deal that has to be changed. So, we have lot of 

things happening.”  

 

This time, China is not to blame exclusively. According to Trump, the EU and South Korea have 

treated the US unjustly and are a part of the problem. Using the distinction from problem/not 

problem, describing China as being the problem, the quote adds a re-entry. Since the environment 

contain any other system than China, the EU and 

South Korea are a part of the environment, but 

are also described as being responsible for the 

problem. That creates the reentry. Therefore, the 

environmental side has entered the side of the 

system, when the environment of ‘no problem’ 

are described as jointly responsible for the 

challenges the US are facing.  

 

 

Taking a step further, the US are describing themselves due to the political code: govern/opposition: 

“We have had this abuse by many other countries and groups of countries, which were put together 

in order to take advantages of the US – and we don’t want that to happen – we’re not going to let 

that happen.”  

 

Trump are using the political code govern/opposition to describes themselves and relation with the 

additional countries which has made the US unjust. The EU are described as being able to ‘shut 

down’ the US and thereby being governing and against the US interests. Therefore, Trump 

describes the US belonging to the negative value of the political code: opposition. Therefore, the 
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US describes themselves as being against the current politics. Using the govern/opposition 

distinction are on grounds of the Trump’s wish for power shift. 

Further, a re-entry occurs, in which the US imply, that they can regain the power over the EU, 

accused of controlling the US and causing large economic consequence. Trump express an already 

present shift of power distribution of: 

govern/opposition (US) and therefore 

making a re-entry into the opposition 

distinction. Thereby Trump are using 

the action possible, when being the 

opposition distinction, which are how 

to remove the governing states.  

 

 

 

Contrary, China has a different way of determined power relationship between the parties. 

Additionally, to the description of the power relationship, China makes a clear description of 

themselves: 

 

“A country with five thousand years of history, civilization and with a population of more than 1.3 

billion people, there is no textbook rules to follow for the reform and opening of China. No-one is in 

the position of dictate to the Chinese people what should and should not be done.” (Xi, 2018b) 

 

Here Xi uses the political code of govern/opposition as Trump, too. Xi stating, that there is no 

‘textbook rules’ and ‘no-one’ should ‘dictate’ China’s 

politics. The statement can be interpreted as China 

underlining their independence and thereby stating that no 

country governs them. Therefore, China refer themselves to 

the govern value maintaining the right to govern their own 

country. The distinction is: govern (China)/ opposition, since 

China is opposing alternate ruling. Thereby, China focus on the option of action being the 

governing party leaves, which in this case, is the specific ruling and politics of China. Unlike 

Trump, China refer to themselves as the governing party by referring to the motivation value of the 
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political code. In that case, Trump and Xi do agree on which party are more has more control and 

political power in the relationship.   

 

But China also disclaim the US accusation of a desire to take over the world domination:  

 

“China development poses no threat to any other country no matter of what stage of development it 

reaches, China will never seek hegemony.” (Xi, 2018b) 

 

China express lack of wish to 

rule the world, China do not 

use the political code as 

govern, nor do they refer to 

reflections value of being 

opposition. Instead China 

described themselves being in 

power using the power code 

power superior/power inferior. China describes how they will not use its’ power if achieving 

hegemony by exceeding the GDP of the US. Therefore, a re-entry is introduced by both expressing 

power superior and the wish for maintain of being power inferior and dismiss accusation of striving 

towards world domination.   

 In short, the US accuse multiple states to take advantage of the US. Using the political 

code, the US refer to themselves as opposition, intending to turn the power relation. Coherent, 

China refer to themselves as the governing expressing resistance against overturn in power relation. 

But China also use the power code to express, when achieving superiority, they will not make use 

of power.    

 

       

Culture  

The form and system analyses are clear example on the difference of communication between the 

two presidents. The difference can be explained by Hofstede’s dimension of individualism and 

long-term orientation.  
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Individualism vs. Collectivism 

The individualism is seen due to the direct speaking of Trump. As mentioned, individualist cultures 

are less focused on social status. In connection, the US are unsatisfied with an unfavorable deal, 

whereas China are unhappy with the acts of the US.  

First of all, Trump advocating for better deal can be seen as individualist, since Trump 

want the best for the US and lack of thought about the common good. Not communicating the 

benefit for China or others, further supports the claim for individualism and the focus on the self-

gain over the gain of the community. The community is determined as the rest of the world, when 

the US not only caused dispute with China but with the EU among others.  

Trump directly accuse China of self-interest and the lack of concern for others. Trump 

communicates directly, in which he is culturally determined to do, by the lack of concern of 

interfering with social status. Moreover, by accusing the Chinese for being concerned for 

themselves and not the (whole) common good, could be an insult. The direct accusations are on 

grounds of individualism and can insult the Chinese by interfering the norms of harmony. When the 

US portray China as an unfair non-friend with no interests in the common good, he worsens the 

relationship with China and insult them with direct accusations.  

Contrary, China communicates the interest of the common good when portraying the 

US as hostile and bad behavior expressing contrast with the behavior of the rest of the world. 

Acting in favor of the common good is an expression of a collectivist thought. In this case, the 

collectivism is seen due to the whole world, and not only China as society. Collectivism is present 

due to an expressing of interest for the common good.   

Further, China uses an indirect language. Due to the system analysis, the framing of the US 

distinctions was made indirectly to inform the US with Chinese unhappiness of the American 

behavior. The communication thereby complies with norms for indirect confrontation, where 

confrontations are made to maintain the hierarchy and the harmony. Confrontations are therefore 

never performed in a confrontational way.  

Moreover, within the power distinction analysis, the ubiquitous hierarchy are present, 

by the claim that China promise they will never seek hegemony. Thereby, China do not interfere 

with the current hierarchy by still accepting the US and being the world dominator. Moreover, by 

expressing the lack of interest of being greatest power in the world, they further maintain the 

harmony, not only for the US, but for the rest of the West which undisguised make concerns about a 

world dominated by China exclusively.   
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The system analysis analyzed how China attempted to shame the US into acting 

differently. Shaming in East-Asian cultures are used to maintain the unambiguous hierarchy by 

expressing unsatisfaction with improper behavior of the US. China has no interest in being 

perceived as a potentially new world dominator as Trump describes them which could potentially 

change the stable hierarchy by influencing the perception. Therefore, when China is shaming the 

US, China both express the need for the US to change behavior and to maintain the current 

perception hierarchical order. If China intent to change the hierarchy, they would not prefer to 

change fast or immediate but slowly change the hierarchy and thereby use indirect confrontation 

and to maintain the harmony.    

 

Long-term vs. Short-term Orientation 

Paying attention to another of Hofstede dimensions the short-term orientation of the US becomes 

noticeable.  

The short-term orientation is connected to the difference in the political systems. Due 

to elections politicians need to frame themselves as energetic and thereby introduce new policies 

quickly. The introduction of tariff can therefore be seen as a result of short-term orientation, where 

Trump need to make decision which is effective in the short run. By introducing tariff, Trump 

appear energetic in fulfilling his promises which benefit him in the short run. In the long-run the 

short-term decision making can hurt the US, since long stable relationships are essential to create 

trust due business and governmental cooperation in China. But when the US accuse, blames and 

insult China, the relationship can be nothing but worse than before. The US sacrifice the harmony 

of the relationship for achieving a fast achievement, but lacks to see the consequences worsen the 

relationship could have in the future. 

China has the opposite approach being long-term oriented and are shown in the 

persistent cooperativeness despite insults and hostile rhetoric. Even though China might be insulted, 

they keep engaging in dispute resolution which will benefit them in the long run. Thereby, the long-

term orientation prevents Chinese to react instantly insulted and further damage the relationship 

with the US, but keep calm to solve the dispute. China’s long-term orientation are further visible in 

addressing accusation of Trump by indirect confrontation. By not directly accusing the other party, 

China maintains a decent relationship with the US until another American president are elected. 

Since Trump’s approach are the exceptional divergent from previous presidents it is most likely the 

next president will be more cooperative.  
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Section Conclusion  

The US frame the introduction of tariff as preventing a catastrophe. The tariff would help the 

American industry by limiting offshoring and thereby decrease the trade deficit. Thereby the act has 

been rationalized to the public.  

The system analyses further found both parties frame each other distinct. The US describe China as 

a non-friend which is still a friend, whereas China describe the US as hostile and of bad behavior.  

Due to the code analysis the describes the parties’ perception of the power division. Trump 

describes the US as being in opposition but already changing the current world order. In contrast, 

China describes themselves as self-governing but also uses the power code to determine, that they 

will not use potential dominant position. 

 The cultural perspective of the conflict and framing discovered, that individualism 

could be the cause for initiating the conflict individual focus and not take the common good into 

consideration, whereas the Chinese address the conflict and interests in favor of everybody. 

Moreover, the direct and indirect way of speaking further creates distance between the nations. The 

short-term orientation further increases the dispute, whereas the Chinese long-term orientation 

maintains the peace between the parties.    

 

The Relative Bargaining Power 

Previous section analyzed how the parties frame the power division of each other, but this section 

will provide an actual power analysis of the dispute. As mentioned, the negotiation power lies 

within the better BATNA which in dispute cases is the better WATNA. The relative economic 

power and independence are analyzed to determine the BATNA. Thereby, it is possible to 

determine which party has the more to lose. Lastly, as mentioned in previous section, Trump’s use 

of informational power is analyzed.      

First of all, the dispute is determined as economic diplomacy and therefore it is 

relevant to examine the relative economic power. Starting with the overall economic picture of the 

parties, the GDP of the US are almost double as Chinas. In 2017 the US GDP was almost 20 trillion 

USD whereas Chinas was just over 12 trillion USD. Therefore, in terms of potential trade between 

the countries, the US has the relative economic power being the party which are able to spent more 

on import.   
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Not only has the US the higher GDP, but also the possibility to spent more on import. 

The parties trade with each other and the relationship are reciprocal in terms of exchanging 

resources. The US has expressed unsatisfaction with the trade deficit with China, which according 

to the US government own numbers was 375.5764 billion USD in 2017, which is a significant 

difference and advantage to China. The specific issue is therefore of economic nature. The power is 

purely financial power, since the US are using the economy to enforce their wishes.  

Having the trade surplus is advantageous to every country since it indicates a higher 

export than imports, and thereby earns on trading with other countries. But, in terms of the relative 

bargaining power, exporting more creates a dependency to the US economically. Therefore, China 

wants to maintain a surplus since it economically favorable for countries to export more than they 

import. But, having the larger import than export is having more financial resources for the party to 

give and for the other party to gain. That creates dependency to the US.  

Therefore, the independence of the parties is determined by the relative economic 

power as well. Having the relative economic power gives independence in being able to trade 

elsewhere. Assuming every country has interests in trade and increasing their trade balance means, 

that the US has alternatives to a negotiated deal. Therefore, the US has the independence to create 

other deals with other suppliers and countries, which will be more in favor of the US. Contrary, 

China does not have the same possibility to sell their goods in same quantity to others, when the 

buyer position is more favorable than the seller. The US being the riches country in the world, 

finding a better trading partners would be difficult. The demand will naturally be lower when 

trading with countries with a lower GDP. Therefore, the US are considered having the more 

independence in terms of more and better opportunities, and thereby has fewer costs if a deal is not 

reached. Contrary, China has more to lose by since the trade surplus with the US are almost 90 % of 

the total (Census Bureau, 2019b). 

But the US do not have the possibility to stay ultimate independent even though the 

US has the relative economic power, since the US are also dependent on China. As argued, the 

world economy has become increased interdependent, and the relation between the US and China 

are no exception. The US imports almost half of their total import from China, means that China is 

able to provide the demands of the US. Therefore, it might not be possible for the US to import the 

same goods in terms of quality and quantity from the rest of the world. Even though, the US has the 

relative economic power and has the more independence, the parties have an interdependent 

relationship as well.  
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Having the relative economic power and being the more independent party means, 

that the US has more opportunities and thereby alternatives. Having the better alternative is having 

the better BATNA – best alternative to a negotiated deal. Being in a dispute, the alternative is 

minimizing cost, and thereby the US has less to lose if the parties separate without a solving the 

dispute. When the US has less to lose since they have alternate trading options, the US possess the 

best alternatives for not negotiating a deal with China. China thereby has the worse alternative to 

negotiated deal by being the more dependent party also in economic terms. Afterall, both parties are 

better off with in solving the dispute since the alternative option probably be worse than 

maintaining the relationship and creating a deal which satisfy both parties.      

 

Informational Power  

The last dimension of power is informational power. The parties use information as power tool to 

gain advantage of the other party. Starting with Trump’s expositions of facts:  

 

“But we have a trade deficit, depending on the way you calculate, on of 504 billion dollars. Some 

people will say it’s only 375 billion dollars. Many different ways you’re looking at it, but anyway 

you look at it, it is the largest deficit in any country the history of our world.” 

 

First of all, Trump argues there is an uncertainty of the trade deficit on 129 billion USD, which is a 

quite large uncertainty of 25-34 % of the total trade deficit (Census Bureau, 2019a). Trump is not 

exactly sure whether the trade deficit is 375 or 504 billion USD because of calculation differences, 

but as the next quote states, Trump are most keen on the deficit to be 500 billion dollars:  

 

“We have now an 800-billion-dollar trade deficit with the world, so think of that. Let’s say we have 

500 – or 375 – but let’s say 500 with China but we have 800 totals with the world.”  

 

Trump’s communication is inquorate and insecure and he is unsure of the reason for the difference 

within the numbers, but wants the deficit to be 150 billion larger. Trump only states that there are 

different methods to calculate the trade deficit, but no further explanation for the insecurity of the 

numbers. Comparing to the numbers of the government’s own website Census.gov being part of the 

US Department of Commerce, Trump disagrees with the numbers of ministerial department. The 

numbers of 375 are the official trade deficit from the US, which Trump allegedly do not trust in 
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calculating the trade deficit. He fails to communicate the reason for insecurity within the numbers 

and why he trusts the unofficial number of 500 billion more than the official number on 375 billion 

is unknown. 

 

The Chinese president has a more subtle use of facts and numbers but does not use concrete 

numbers. Xi communicate facts differently:  

 

“We have a genuine desire to increase imports and achieve a greater balance of international 

payments. This year, we will reduce vehicle imports tariffs considerably, and meanwhile reduced 

import tariffs on some other products.” (Xi, 2018a) 

 

The quote does not contain concrete facts but first of all a promise to increase imports of China in 

general. Xi do state they will reduce tariff on imported vehicles, which again has a lack of 

concreteness. Trump demanded the Chinese to decrease the trade deficit first with 100 billion 

dollars and, within time, diminish the trade deficit completely. The Chinese answer is not concrete 

in numbers by promising to increase imports without specifying the increase.  

The exposition of concrete facts and numbers are important when introducing a tariff 

against a specific country and breaking the international rules of the WTO. Trump does frame the 

very specific facts but are insecure of the concrete number of the trade deficit and using another 

number than the official one. Therefore, Trump fails to make use of very strong argument and 

thereby fails to use informational power, which is in favor of the US. In addition, Xi does not make 

use of any concrete fact or numbers, but only assures that the they will increase Chinese import. If 

China intent to increase imports significantly, Xi’s use of informational power is very vague by the 

lack of concrete numbers. But if China intent to increase import to smaller extend, the informational 

power used is well exploited.    

 

Section Conclusion 

No doubt is present, when determine the US of being in favor of the relative bargaining power by 

having the BATNA by the relative economic power and being the more independent party. Though, 

the US and China are still interdependent and being exclusively independent are less possible. In 

addition, Trump attempt to use informational power to the public, but fails in his attempt to present 
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facts trustworthy, even though all the numbers are in favor of the US. In contrast, China subtly 

exempt themselves for presenting concrete numbers but only facts of the future.  

 

Desired outcome  

As mentioned, the outcome is derived from interests of the parties. The interest will be analyzed in 

multiple perspectives. First, an analysis of the parties’ theoretical point of origin is provided to 

outline the parties’ premises of settling disputes. In relation, the parties’ positions are determined. 

Second, the expressed interests of the parties are analyzed, and third, an analysis of the assumed 

underlying interest will follow.  

 

Theoretical Point of Origin  

This section will analyses the parties’ theoretical point of origin to understanding how the 

difference within the approaches influences the dispute situation.  

  

The US point of origin and position 

Starting with the position, the position of each party is highly related to the theoretical point of 

origin. Each are expressing words directly derived from negotiation theory and can be related 

directly to theory of the different approaches.  

Trump focus on relative gains over the absolute gain. The quotes illustrate his position: 

 

“The word I want you to use is reciprocal. When they charge 25 % for a car to go in 

and we charge 2 % for their car to come into the US – that’s not good. That’s how China rebuild 

itself… It has been very unfair to us. The arbitration has been very unfair. The judging has been 

very unfair.”  

 

When Trump directly compares the tariff for cars between the two states, he directly measures one 

tariff relative to another of the exactly same product without considering any other gains. Thereby, 

measure of the whole deal is not considered, but the relative gain between the same specific 

product. Trump continues explaining his wish for a fairer distribution of benefits: 
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“The word is reciprocal. That’s the word I want everyone to remember. We want reciprocal mirror. 

Some people call a mirror tariff or a mirror tax – just use the word reciprocal. If they charge us, we 

charge them the same thing. that’s the way it’s got to be.”  

 

The unequal competition is expressed through focusing on the difference between the tariff. Trump 

exclusively compare the tariff by the percentage and thereby comparing it 1:1. The 1:1 approach is 

the same as focusing on the relative gain thereby the distribution of benefits. Trump uses the word 

‘reciprocal’ and express a wish for a ‘mirror tax’ which again focus explicitly is on the 1:1 

distribution of benefits and thereby the relative gain. Not only is Trump focused on the relative 

gain, but are also focus on the material gain.  

The material gain is embodied in the tariff, since tariffs in liberal economy are 

expression of lower sales on foreign commodities compared to domestic ones. Therefore, the tariff 

is directly related to the material gain and how much each party are gaining due to the standing 

negotiated deal. Trump further mention, that he counts which party benefits more by expressing ‘If 

they charge us, we charge them the same thing.’ A very intense focus will be kept of the 

distribution any material gains in the dispute resolution, and the position is therefore set.     

Further Trump encourage higher will from China to reciprocate by mentioning an 

‘reciprocal mirror’. Trump obvious wants a more equal distribution of material benefits and 

thereby neglects immaterial value of potential negotiation. He mentions the unfair competition by 

focusing on the distribution– or the lack of same. The unfair competition lies within favoring 

domestic commodities over foreign commodities. Trump very explicitly express the unequal 

competition by stating ‘that’s not good’ and’(it’s) very unfair’. Perceiving the importance of 

negotiations being equal distribution of material benefits, the value of other potential non-material 

gains in negotiations can are neglected. 

Thereby, Trump has a realist approach to negotiation. The word reciprocal is a word 

directly related to realism of negotiation theory which focus on the balance of benefits in terms of 

the relative material gain. The potential outcome is therefore a constant and predicable. The 

potential gain is set from the begging, whereas in this case, the ultimate gain would be equal tariff. 

Expanding the potential outcome is therefore not an option. Thereby, Trump’s position is thereby a 

reciprocal equal tariff with China.   
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China’s point of origin and position 

China’s approach to negotiation is different from the US. In official answers to introduction of tariff 

China claims unfair treatment. Xi’s focus is concerned about the common interests: 

 

“Win-win progress or a zero-sum game. The interest of all countries and the future of mankind 

hinges on the choices we make.” (Xi, 2018c) 

 

China is concerned about the absolute gain when referring to win-win negotiation. Further, the 

absolute gain is showed by Xi emphasize the interests of all countries are important and should be 

met. Further the interest of the countries is every countries responsibility, meaning that the outcome 

should be beneficial to all and no country should be the losing party as in zero-sum games. No 

losers in a negotiation the outcome is a win-win deal and thereby an integrative negotiation.   

 

The quotes do not only show the Chinese theoretical point of origin, but outlines China’s opinion on 

Trump’s approach:   

 

“Peace and development are common wishes of people around the world. Cold war thinking and 

zero-sum games are increasingly obsolete.” (Xi, 2018c) 

 

Xi underlines the ‘wrongness’ of Trump’s bargaining and realist approach to negotiation when 

relating zero-sum games with cold war thinking. By referring to the cold war, Xi implicitly calls the 

approach old-fashion and belonging to a time past knowledge of the present. Win-win progress and 

zero-sum games are word directly out of a negotiation book of integrative negotiation. Moreover, an 

obvious revelation of the Chinese approach makes the impression of being constructivist. Using the 

same words in two different speeches confirms the obvious approach that China wishes to use.   

Attending Xi’s focus on the absolute gain over the relative again, the Chinese 

theoretical approach to negotiations is further expressed in speeches during 2018 fall/early winter, 

where dispute has been active for nearly half a year. An example from the Apec CEO Summit 2018 

is an example on the Chinese approach to negotiation in general. The quote is an answer to the 

American accusation of being selfish and unfair:   
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“Let me make this clear, the Belt and Road Initiative is an open platform for cooperation. It is 

guided by the principles of the consultation and cooperation for a share of the benefit… It is not 

targeted against anyone and it does not exclude anyone. It is not an exclusive club that is closed for 

members. Nor is it a trap as some people has claim it.” (Xi, 2018c) 

 

The quote shows, that Xi is concerned about the absolute gain in general, when expressing that 

negotiating (and thereby cooperating), the parties will all gain and benefit. Again, Xi imply a win-

win approach where he is concerned about the gain for all parties, and he express the values of the 

outcome of the negotiation. Adding values are done implicitly by expressing ‘share of the benefit’. 

Implicitly, by cooperating everybody will gain something out of it – material or immaterial. 

Thereby, the outcome is expanded in concerning other than material constant outcomes, and 

contains a variable outcome.   

By obviously expressing a constructivist approach correlates with the liberal approach 

to negotiation. Xi also express an additional theoretical point of origin between the constructivist 

and realist approach. The approach of WTO which is a mix between a realist and constructivist 

approach.     

 

“We must support an open, transparent inclusive and non-discriminative multilateral trade system. 

We must promote trade, investment liberalization and facilitation. We must make economic 

globalization more open, inclusive, balanced and beneficial to all.” (Xi, 2018b) 

 

As argued, the constructivist approach acknowledges, that economic material gains are important to 

states and therefore are valued high. The liberal approach, which claim free trade benefit all no 

matter of the level of import or export, Xi in contrast, express his position as being jointly attentive 

to the ‘balance’ of the benefits as well. Thereby he acknowledging the importance of balance of 

benefits. China’s position to the negotiation is to find a reasonable way where everybody wins.   

In short, the findings are the differences within the point of origin. The importance of 

material outcome has a higher priority to Trump, than the value of an eventual immaterial 

outcomes. Therefore, Trump’s position is not only within the reciprocal, but also material gains 

have higher priority. China’s position to the negotiation is constructivists approach with focus on 

the absolute gain and accommodating the interest of all. Further China condemn Trumps realistic 

bargaining approach focusing on measurement and competition between the countries more than 
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cooperative and value focused as the constructivist. In the end, China acknowledge importance of 

balance of materials, and their position correlates WTO.  

 

Interests 

This project will examine both the expressed and underlying interests of the parties. The underlying 

interest are underlying are thereby not verbally expressed. The underlying interest cannot be fully 

discovered but only estimated. Determining the underlying interests are thereby an estimation based 

on probable factors. Using the interest-based negotiation approach reveals implicit information and 

attempt to determine the underlying interests.    

 

Expressed interests of Trump  

Combining the findings of framing the issue as the deficit and the Trump’s realistic approach to 

negotiation, the expressed interest is of purely economic (material) interests where additional value 

are not considered. The overall expressed interests of Trump are to eliminate the trade deficit, 

achieve equal tariff terms and eliminate the IP theft. The expressed interests are exclusively of 

economic interests and focus on the unfairness of the import and export levels. Interest of any other 

value are not considered and the gain is seen as a constant of economic measurement.  

Comparing the expressed interest of eliminating trade deficit to Trump’s promises 

before his election, he did not mention the trade deficit but only the obstacles of market entry, the IP 

theft and the unequal level of tariff. Thereby, the promises Trump gave before the election is now 

summarized under the interest of eliminating the trade deficit. In short, Trump overall expressed 

interest is to eliminate the trade deficit which covers several economic interests. The finding is 

similar to the position.  

 

Expressed interest of Xi 

Drawing on the conclusion from cultural framing, Xi’s expressed interests is defined by maintaining 

the good relationship. Though, Xi maintains its’ right to have domestic interests, too:   

 

“China will never pursue its’ development at the cost of others interests, nor will China ever give 

up its’ legitimate rights and interests.” (Xi, 2018b) 
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It seems China wants to maintain the peace between the two countries and does not initiate to play 

hardball with the US. Therefore, the expressed interest is to resolve the dispute with the US and 

repudiate the claims of the US. As mentioned, the common liberal perception of the outcome of 

international trade is, that every country wins by trading with each other. China, rejects the claim of 

being selfish and uncooperative in terms of international trade but underlines the interests of 

achieving a win-win situation. In short, China’s expressed interests are remaining good relationship 

and articulating their good intention and dismiss the US fantasy of the interests of China being 

different from the interest of the US.  

    

Underlying interests 

The underlying interests are discovered the non-expressed interests and the goals the parties want to 

achieve. The underlying interests are therefore based on assumptions and findings derived from 

previous sections.  

 

Underlying interests of Trump 

Findings showed, that the expressed interest of the US is of domestic economic interests coherent 

the argument of economic diplomacy is exactly based on domestic interest. This section will 

analyze the underlying interests different from the expressed ones.  

The first underlying interest is connected to the political system and external 

stakeholders. Trump is a controversial president and created a large opposition - also within his own 

party. Because of a large opposition, Trump needs strong support. Trump cannot introduce new 

policy alone, but needs support from Congress. Trump therefore has an interest in pursuing the 

promises he gave before he was elected, and introduce a hard attitude against China and other trade 

partners. Thereby, one promise effectuated is the introduction of tariffs against China. The 

effectuation could increase the credibility of Trump in the eyes of Trump’s voters and political 

supporters. By satisfying the political supporters such as politicians or organizations such as large 

companies or specific organized industries, Trump maintains the support, which he needs in order 

to carry out other political goals. Moreover, Trump needs the voters’ support for re-election in 

2020. Trump was elected by proposing unconventional political initiatives, and by actually 

effectuating the initiatives Trumps could increase his credibility, and thereby maintain his voters’ 

support to be re-elected in 2020.       
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The two beforementioned interest benefits domestic and personal interest of Trump. 

Another underlying domestic interest is to diminish the power of China and keep world hegemony. 

Economic diplomacy states, that economic power is power, and as stated above, the US still has the 

relative bargaining power. Therefore, if the Chinese continues the previous growth, China will 

suddenly have the relative economic power and thereby the relative bargaining power as well. The 

framing of the parties suggests, that both parties frighten or expect that the Chinese economy will 

grow even larger and they potentially would achieve world hegemony in the future. Trump have an 

interest to prevent losing world hegemony, and use the economic power to hurt China economically 

which would decrease the power of China.   

Relevant question to address is, if an underlying interest is to turn the trade deficit is 

important to Trump? Having a trade deficit with the world on 800 billion USD is a large deficit, but 

at the same time, the GDP of the US was in 2017 almost 20 trillion USD. Thereby, the deficit is 4 

% of the current GDP, not dangerous to the overall economy. The US is therefore not in need, 

having the largest GDP in the world, and are not significantly enough to create a dispute.   

In short, the gain Trump might want to achieve is to increase his own credibility in 

order to satisfy the supporters and voters, in order to maintain the political support to be re-elected 

in 2020. Moreover, another underlying interest is maintaining the relative bargaining power and 

world hegemony and prevent overturn of power. Thereby, the underlying reason not to increase the 

US economy, but to increase political support and limit the growth of the Chinese economy.    

 

Underlying interests of Xi 

The underlying interest of China could be to maintain the beneficial agreement with WTO and the 

trade surplus with the US. In 2017 the Chinese trade surplus was 421.44 billion USD and, as 

mentioned before, it is more beneficial for countries to have a world trade surplus than deficit. 

Having a trade surplus means that the country is exporting more than it imports which affects the 

GDP in positively. Therefore, most countries would prefer to have a positive trade balance and 

therefore a positive net export. Importantly to notice is, that over 80 % of the Chinese trade surplus 

came from trading with the US. Therefore, an underlying interest of China is to maintain their trade 

surplus with the US, and China further has an interest in keeping their beneficial agreement with 

WTO in order to have a benefit their GDP. In contrast, the trade surplus is less than 4 % of their 

total GDP the same percentage as the US. In isolation, the trade surplus is not important, but the 

beneficial terms would benefit China in the long run having monopoly on the domestic market.  
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Another underlying interest is to maintain a good relationship to the US. The interest 

is also culturally determined, since Chinese business relations often require long relationships. In 

general, having a good relationship with trading partners is advantageous, but in China and other 

East Asian countries, it is increasingly important to create trust. Another interest might be to 

maintain the current relationship with the US and avoid increasing the dispute until a new president 

is elected. Afterwards, the dispute is capable to be handled differently. Therefore, when China will 

most likely attempt to create long developed relationship relying on previous findings. 

Maintaining the neutral relationship with the US are an interest to maintain the world 

economic peace. The dispute affects the agreements with WTO and thereby affect the world 

economy. China further no interests in worsen the world economy by having high number of 

foreign investments, and therefore has an interest in maintain the current world boom without any 

disruptions. Thereby, the underlying interest are linked to an overall underlying interest of 

economic nature.  

Yet another underlying interests of China could be to dominate the world or be equal 

contestant to the US and other dominating countries referring to previous findings keeping domestic 

governing. As argues in the previous section, a Chinese strategy of achieving hegemony would 

appear indirect more than confrontative. If China wants to achieve hegemony, the first step, 

according to Baynes and Woolcock and Hopewell, is to silently achieve the largest GDP in the 

world. Thereby, China has the power to dominate the world in larger scale.   

 In short, underlying interest of China is to maintain the trade surplus. Another 

underlying interest is to maintain the relationship by cooperating. The maintenance of the relation 

could further be a strategy to wait for another president with more known foreign policy. Further, 

since China has many foreign investments, China has an underlying interest in preserving the world 

current stage of economy. At last, a well-known Western fear are confirmed. An underlying 

Chinese interest covering the beforementioned interest, could be achieve world hegemony by 

increasing the GDP of China to be the world’s largest.    

 

Section Conclusion  

The theoretical points of origin are different between the parties which further shapes the interest. 

The US has a relists approach to negotiation in terms of constant relative material gain. China has a 

constructivists approach focusing on the absolute gain of adding value. Though, China acknowledge 

that balance of economic gains is of significance. The main expressed interest is eliminating the 
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trade deficit. The expressed interest of Xi is to maintain the relationship with the US being 

economically dependent, but also underline domestic interest. 

 The underlying interests of Trump are to maintain political backing to pass political 

initiatives and effectuating the promises to maintain support and previous voters. Another 

underlying interest is to maintain world hegemony of the US and preventing a power overturn and 

delay the Chinese power by hurting them economically. All interests are domestic but all concerns 

interfere with the current world order. 

 The underlying interest of China are primarily domestic interest, too. China has an 

interest in maintaining the trade surplus and a good relationship with the US. The relationship might 

be maintained until the next US president are elected. Further, the world peace in international 

economy are important to China. The last underlying interest could be achieved world hegemony by 

achieving the largest GDP in the world.      

 

Analysis Conclusion  

The first part of the analysis focused on macro factors which has caused the dispute between the US 

and China. First of all, the structural construction of the states causes different stakeholder. The US 

being a democracy need voters’ support and political backing to carry out desired policy. In 

contrast, China do need for support due to the hierarchical. Therefore, China has less obstacles in 

balancing domestic interest with international, whereas the US are more limited.  

Further, the difference of regulator models differs the interest, by Chinese economic interest 

correlates with the interests of companies, whereas the US interest are more separated from 

companies, which contribute to the dispute.  

In China the government has influence on all three branches which creates more power. The 

influence and the mix of state and corporate interests conceive lack of willingness of law 

enforcement within selected issues. Additionally, different cultural approaches to law enforcement 

cause further dispute.  

The lack of free flow of capital create barriers for foreign investment and market entry 

in China are one of the main reasons for the dispute. The parties are further linked in one global 

which is embodied and undertaken by the WTO, where the lack of intendent outcome of the US and 

therefore lack of respecting the rules further escalating the conflict. The US disrespecting the rule of 

WTO and China committing together with their economic policy to them seems against their own 
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ideologies. The dismissal of unitary actors and usage of four factors of economic diplomacy mainly 

relies on China having modern approach to dispute resolution.  

Solving the dispute are influenced highly by the two presidents, and the framing of the 

issue constitutes the level of conflict. Trump uses the loss-gain frame which encourage higher risk 

by framing the situation as a catastrophe. Further, is China maintain friendship status but are 

portrayed the problem of the US economy. China further shame the US by portray them as hostile 

and bad behavior. The parties agree upon the power distribution being in favor of China, as the US 

to recapture the power, and for China maintain the right to undertake their own interest.     

Further, the cultural difference further influences the dispute. The exclusive self-focus 

of the US is determined individualism, but accuses China of the same with a risk of insulting a 

further lit the dispute. China in contrast, communicates the common good of the world, and uses 

indirect language. Moreover, the time orientations are due to immediate action of the US, whereas 

China makes long-term decisions can be the reason the lack of escalation of the dispute.   

Analyzing the actual relative bargaining power, it is in favor of the US both ascribed 

the relative economic power and the independency therefore the better BATNA and has less cost in 

dispute resolution. Moreover, Trump fails to make us of informational power, which in isolation 

was in his favor. The Chinese use of informational power well executed, illustrating future 

ambitions as facts.  

 The dispute is further shaped by the parties’ theoretical point of origin. The US point 

of origin are determined by distribution of a constant material gain, whereas China perceive the 

absolute gain as a variable of both material and immaterial gains. The theoretical point of origin 

creates further interest of conflict being in conflict about the value of gain. The theoretical 

difference is further seen in the expressed interest further determined by the framing.         

The underlying interests of Trump are an act of domestic politics and not international 

politics. Trump is therefore limited by several macro factors to address his supporters and excludes 

to address the international community and US foreign interests. Since Xi has no need to address 

any supporters or opposition, he can address the international community benefitting both domestic 

and international interests. Therefore, Xi has the more favorable terms to gain the backing of the 

international community.   
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Discussion  

This section will discuss the essential points of the analysis by comparing and contrasting the 

findings.  

 

 

Boundaries of Interest 

The analysis shows both parties has underlying domestic interest, but China are better in 

communicating their domestic interest as international interest benefitting the common good.  

 The reason for the different external stakeholder which shapes the interests of each 

party. The Chinese state has aligned interest with the Chinese external stakeholders, and the 

Chinese president have wide executive boundaries to make decisions. As argues, economic 

diplomacy is about balancing the domestic interest with international interests, whereas domestic 

decisions set limits to decisions in international context. China are not limited of national legal or 

structural issues and can easier balance the international interest with the domestic interest. 

Therefore, China has an advantage in international economic politics always being able to make 

pragmatic solutions without any boundaries and can benefit China best as possible.  

In contrast, the US decision-making in international policy has boundaries. As 

analyzed, many different interests have stake in American politics, and the US need to please 

different stakeholders. The US having differences within the party as well, the need for political 

backing thereby is more essential. Therefore, the US are bound by promises and please domestic 

stakeholders which causes obstacles due to international decisions. Trump are also bound by the 

need of re-election and after promising a harder foreign policy and therefore introduced it. 

Assuming that the underlying interest of introducing tariff is to be re-elected, Trump needs to speak 

directly to his voters when introducing policies targeted towards them. Therefore, the framing of the 

conflict was influenced by ‘hardball’ attitude not commonly used within diplomacy, where the goal 

is to maintain good relations to other national states. Trump’s realist approach to negotiation 

underlines Trump’s tough attitude, referring concretely to desired outcome, which tangible 1:1 

attitude is understandable for most people. Therefore, using realist approach to solving international 

disputes could be tactical smart in communicating domestic policy to voters.       

Not only is it easier for China to make international decisions because of structural 

differences, but Xi is also capable of framing the conflict in favor of international community and 

can easier achieve their sympathy and support, since the conditions are different. The lack of 
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election in China does, that the support of voters is irrelevant and Xi can frame the situation to 

achieve the support from the international community. The constructivist approach to negotiation 

and referring to win-win outcomes and accommodate all party’s interest are more appealing to the 

international community and the WTO. Covering modern view on negotiation and diplomacy by 

emphasizing a winning and motivating outcome for all parties is tactically smart. The 

communication is directly related to cooperative approach and using references to the vision of 

WTO of balancing the benefits. Referring to power superior distinction, China further dismiss 

accusation of hidden agenda of world domination to target the rest of the world. Thereby, Xi can 

easier achieve the support of the international community including the WTO.         

 

Ideology and Power 

Understanding the dissonance between the findings in the relative bargaining power and the 

framing of power the distribution needs to be addressed. The relative bargaining power was 

exclusively ascribed to the US in all perspectives. The US describe themselves in opposition of the 

governing world, and it is easier for Trump to introduce tariff when portraying usage of the US 

generosity. Thereby, action within the frame of opposition is made by describing themselves both as 

opposing underdogs and being used. The framing of the power is a tool to legitimize actions by the 

external stakeholders. In contrast, China portraying themselves as governing clearly dismiss the 

expressed interests of Trump. The framing dismisses the optimistic assumption of the US are 

coherent with the domestic interests of the US. Even though China are the more dependent party, 

independency is expressed and underlines the lack of willingness compromise on their own 

domestic interests to neglect the power of the US and enhance their own, which could benefit them 

within dispute resolution.  

Why is the US and China acting against their own classic ideology? The US has raised 

trade barriers and China are commits to liberalized trade. The answer of US turn is already argued, 

be due political interests and to prevent loss of power, but in terms of China, the answer of could be 

economic interests led to shift in ideology as Hodu and Qi argues happened in the West. The shift is 

not limited to politics but influences ideology and in the end the culture of the countries. In order to 

achieve economic growth, the most effective proven model is the liberal one, which China has 

implemented traits and implemented. The Chinese selected law enforcement suggests that cultural 

changes which benefits their economy, but fails due to absence benefit of the state. Further the 

universalization of Chinese economic interest over ideological further suggest a turn in believes. 
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The claim of the US being ideological and cultural controlled by economy, the findings might 

implicate China undergoing the same to increase their power.        

 

 

To Universalize Interests  

As Hopewell claims in “Breaking the WTO” the US has universalized their interest through the 

WTO. The US has universalized their own domestic interest as being the interest of the common 

good. The US initiating the dispute both confirm and contradicts the US’s intention of 

universalizing their interest to maintain hegemony.  

First of all, the US desire for better trade balance to strength the economy furtherly, 

implies a present desire to maintain the economic lead and maintaining world hegemony. The US 

portray the interests as being the interest of the US neglecting the interest of other nation states. 

Thereby, Trump assumes that the world will commit to deals which benefit the US and worsen their 

own situation. The US are thereby aware of their superior situation assuming other states will agree 

with less favorable deals. Otherwise the US underestimate the interest of other national states 

having dominated the world for longer period of time.   

On the other hand, when the US discredit the agreement WTO made with China, they 

oppose the WTO and world order after WW2 and their own interest of a liberalized international 

market of cooperation, no barriers and the equal rules for all states. The US pressure could lead to 

WTO recreating the deals with China, but would further diminish their vision of equality of 

sovereignty, where no country is favored.   

  In contrast, Chin are performing the act of universalize their interest as benefitting the 

common good. China do have an interest in maintain the deal as favorable as possible and therefore 

attempt to achieve the support of the international community. When describing the US as hostile 

and uncooperative, China antagonize the US by ascribing them as undesirable trading partners to 

the rest of the world. Not only can it have the effect of effectuating a behavioral change, but also 

has the effect to prevent other parties to support the US and side with China. Therefore, by 

appealing to other national states to shame the US to change behavior is another way for China to 

universalize their interest pressuring the US to dissolve the dispute.   
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Perspective and Conclusion 

Due to May 2019, the US and China are still solving the dispute in order to prevent an actual trade 

war. Having the better BATNA the US has raised tariff 200 USD to 25 % on Chinese import to 

pressure China, which has answered with warning on similar increase and maintained their dollar 

for dollar strategy (BBC, 2019). The war has therefore not changed significantly which confirms the 

Chinese underlying interest of maintaining the relation with the US maybe until the election in 

2020. How the parties will solve the dispute is still to be known. The project give insight in dispute 

and how different factors influence the dispute.       

Concluding the project, macro factors of political and legal structures limit the US 

possible actions but enlarge possible action of China. China therefore has the possibility to make the 

most beneficial decisions within international economics. Further, the US need to accommodate 

more interest than China which further limits possible actions. The legal system further contribute 

to the conflict between domestic interests and liberal competition. 

The difference in economic terms might not be consistent with open liberal economy, 

and the US are further against the WTO by contributing to the increase of challenges the US 

superiority contrary the intension, but China use multiple actors to increase their influence on the 

dispute resolution. 

 Concluding on micro factors the framing and the power are both power tools to 

navigate the resolution. The US framing the issue to create the need for action. Further, China is 

framed unsupportive and governing, whereas the US are framed hostile and recapturing. 

Nevertheless, the US are ascribed the relative bargaining power and the goal of the framing was 

therefore targeted against the parties’ stakeholders. Due to wide boundaries, China gain advantage 

in framing the conflict by appealing to international support, whereas the US are limited in the 

appeal to domestic interests. 

The interest of both parties are domestic interests with different approaches which 

causes the need for China to consider and accommodate the US interest by having the worse 

BATNA. The underlying interests thereby are both related and non-related. The related interest is 

for China to achieve economic growth and hegemony, whereas the interest for Trump is to prevent 

the same. Further, the roles have changed. The US were used to other states accommodate their 

interest whereas they might have overestimated the current willingness. China attempt to 

universalized their interest by appealing to the international community underlining the gain – the 

method as US used in creating the WTO, but nothing lasts forever, though.    
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Appendix 

March 22th 2018 – Washington DC – Complete. 

Trump hits China with Tariffs  

 

US President Donald Trump 

 

You have heard many talks (…) where I talk about unfair trade practices. We have lost, over a very 

short period of time, 60,000 factories in our country. Closed, shuttered, gone. 6 million jobs at least 

- gone. And now they started to come back. You see what’s happening with Chrysler, with Fox 

Con. They wanting to come back into the US. 

 

We have one particular problem. I view them as a friend. I have tremendous respect for president 

Xi. They are helping us a lot in North Korea. That’s China. 

 

But we have a trade deficit, depending on the way you calculate, on of 504 billion dollars. Some 

people will say it’s only 375 billion dollars. Many different ways you’re looking at it, but anyway 

you look at it, it is the largest deficit in any country the history of our world. It’s out of control. We 

have a tremendous IP theft going on, which is hundreds of billions of dollars on yearly basis.  

 

I have spoken to the president and representative of China. We have been dealing with it very 

seriously. You know it we’re re-negotiating nafta. We see how that turns out. Many countries are 

calling to negotiate better trade deals because they don’t want to pay the steel and aluminum tariff, 

and we are negotiating with various countries…. We are starting a negotiation with EU because 

they have really shut out our country to a large extend. And they have barriers, so they can trade 

with us, but we can’t trade with them. They have very strong barriers and high tariffs – we don’t. 

it’s just not fair. Nafta has been a very bad deal for the US, but we’ll make it better or we will make 

something else. The deals we have with South Korea are very one sided – a deal that has to be 

changed. So, we have lot of things happening.  

 

In particular with china, we’re going do a section 301 trade action. It could be about 60 billion 

USD, but that’s really just a fraction of what we’re talking about. I’ve been speaking with the 

highest Chinese representatives incl. the president, and I have asked them to reduced the trade 
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deficit immediately by 100 billion dollars – it’s a lot. So that it would be anywhere from 25 % 

dependent on the figure to something more than that. But we have to do that.  

 

The word I want you to use is reciprocal. When they charge 25 % for a car to go in and we charge 2 

% for their car to come into the US – that’s not good. That’s how China rebuild itself. The 

tremendous money we have paid since the founding of the wto – which has actually been a disaster 

to us. It has been very unfair to us. The arbitration has been very unfair. The judging has been very 

unfair. And knowingly, we have always had a minority and it’s not fair. We’re talking to WTO, to 

nafta, to China, to EU. And I will say, that every single one of them wants to negotiate. And I 

believe that in many cases or maybe all cases we will end up negotiating a deal. So, we have spoken 

to China and we’re in the mids of a negotiation. We will see where it takes us, but in the meantime, 

we’re sending a section 301 action. Ill be signing it right here right now…. 

We are doing things for this country which should have been done for many, many years. We have 

had this abuse by many other countries and groups of countries, which were put together in order to 

take advantages of the US – and we don’t want that to happen – we’re not going to let that happen. 

It was probably one of the reasons that I was elected or maybe one of the main reasons. But we’re 

not going to let that happen.  

We have now an 800-billion-dollar trade deficit with the world, so think of that. Let’s say we have 

500 – or 375 – but let’s say 500 with China but we have 800 totals with the world. That would 

mean that China are more than half. So, we going let it taking care of and frankly it’s going to make 

us a much stronger, much richer nation. The word is reciprocal. That’s the word I want everyone to 

remember. We want reciprocal mirror. Some people call a mirror tariff or a mirror tax – just use the 

word reciprocal. If they charge us, we charge them the same thing. that’s the way it’s got to be. It’s 

not the way it is for many, many years, for many decades it has not been that way. 

 

And I got to say, that people we are negotiating with smilingly they really agree with us. They 

cannot really believe they have gotten away with this for so long. I’ve been talking to president Abe 

from Japan and many others – great guy - friend of mine – and there will be a little smile on their 

face – and the smile is: I can’t believe that we have been able to take advantage of the US for so 

long. So those days are over.  

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D2_fp2XVnao  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D2_fp2XVnao
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A 

April 10th 2018 – Beijing – extract  

 

President Xi Jinping 

In today’s world, the big tide of piece and development is rolling forward. Piece and development 

are common wishes of people around the world. Cold war thinking and zero-sum games are 

increasingly obsolete. Arrogance or self-righteousness can only bump into walls at every turn. 

China does not seek a trade surplus. We have a genuine desire to increase imports and achieve a 

greater balance of international payments. This year, we will reduce vehicle imports tariffs 

considerably, and meanwhile reduced import tariffs on some other products. We will strive to 

increase import of products with characteristics and advantage where people need are concentrated 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X4rycDnFBAA  

 

 

 

B 

December 18th 2018 – Beijing – extract.  

President Xi: China will never seek hegemony 

 

Translated into English by Time.  

 

China will never pursue its’ development at the cost of others interests, nor will China ever give up 

its’ legitimate rights and interests. China pursues a national defense policy that is defensive in 

nature. China development poses no threat to any other country no matter of what stage of 

development it reaches, China will never seek hegemony. 

… 

We must support an open, transparent inclusive and non-discriminative multilateral trade system. 

We must promote trade, investment liberalization and facilitation. We must make economic 

globalization more open, inclusive, balanced and beneficial to all. 

…. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X4rycDnFBAA
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A country with five thousand years of history, civilization and with a population of more than 1.3 

billion people, there is no textbook rules to follow for the reform and opening of China. No-one is 

in the position of dictate to the Chinese people what should and should not be done. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZMafmCqsNI  

November 17th 2018 –- Papua Ny Guinea - Apec CEO Summit 2018 – extract  

Vice President Mike Pence: 

 

The united states will not change course. Until China changes it ways… Know that, the United 

States offer a better option. We don’t drown in a sea of debt; we don’t coerce or comprised your 

independence – we deal openly – fairly. We do not offer a constricting belt or offers a one-way 

road. When you partner with us, we partner with you. And we all prosper.  

 

 

C 

 

 

President Xi Jinping 

Translated into English by Time.  

 

Mankind has once again reached a crossroad. Cooperation or confrontations. Openness or closing 

one’s door. Win-win progress or a zero-sum game. The interest of all countries and the future of 

mankind hinges on the choices we make. 

…. 

Let me make this clear, the Belt and Road Initiative is an open platform for cooperation. It is guides 

by the principles of the consultation and cooperation for a share of the benefit. It is not designed to 

serve any hidden geopolitical agenda. It is not targeted against anyone and it does not exclude 

anyone. It is not an exclusive club that is closed for members. Nor is it a trap as some people has 

claim it. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OorJyNQjFrI  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZMafmCqsNI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OorJyNQjFrI
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